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Abstract

Traffic congestion is a challenge that frequently emerges due to changes in the roadways such as tun-
nels and sags, causing capacity reduction. The capacity drop phenomenon exacerbates traffic conges-
tion, due to decreased queue discharge rates. Among the strategies employed for traffic management,
Variable Speed Limit (VSL) control is a common approach to alleviate congestion and mitigate capacity
drop. The control is expected to be more powerful when integrated with Connected Vehicles (CVs).
However, the intricate interplay between the Market Penetration Rate (MPR) of CVs and the parame-
ters governing VSL remains under-explored.
This study seeks to quantify the relationship between the MPR of CVs and the key VSL parameters, en-
compassing factors like the optimal acceleration length and speed limits. The VSL control is applied to
CVs at the road section upstream of a tunnel bottleneck modelled by a continuum car-following model
with bounded acceleration. The findings of this research suggest a minimum MPR of CVs essential for
preventing capacity drop and reaching the maximal outflow. Intriguingly, this challenges the conven-
tional notion that regulating solely the leading vehicle suffices to govern the behaviour of all following
vehicles. The value of the minimumMPR threshold is affected by the acceleration behaviours exhibited
by vehicles.
Furthermore, this study underscores the importance of considering the MPR of CVs when devising the
optimal speed limit and acceleration length for the VSL. It shows that while a higher speed limit can lead
to higher throughput, the optimal acceleration length increases exponentially with the increasing speed
limit, particularly in cases with low MPR of CVs. While adopting a relatively lower speed limit, the ac-
celeration length can be reduced to 0m for all levels of MPR of CVs. In summary, it suggests that when
implementing VSL in practice, a balance between the resulted throughput, the required acceleration
length and the robustness of VSL across different levels of MPR of CVs should be considered.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations

Abbreviation Definition

VSL Variable speed limit
CVs Connected vehicles
NCVs Non-connected vehicles
MPR Market penetration rate
ATM Active traffic management
V2I Vehicle-to infrastructure
I2V Infrastructure-to-vehicle
V2V Vehicle-to-vehicle
CBA Constant bounded acceleration
LWR Lighthill-Whitham-Richards

Symbols

Symbol Definition Unit

L Bottleneck length [m]
τ(x) Time gap at location x [seconds]
q(x, t) Flow rate at location x at time t [veh/h]
k(x, t) Density at location x at time t [veh/km]
vf Free flow speed [km/h]
kj Jam density [veh/km]
C1 Normal road capacity [veh/h]
C2 Bottleneck capacity (before congestion) [veh/h]
C3 Dropped capacity (after congestion) [veh/h]
Amax(x, v) Bounded acceleration rate at location x with the

speed of v
[km/h2]

a(x, v) The real-time acceleration rate at location x with the
speed of v

[km/h2]

a0 Maximum acceleration rate on a level road [km/h2]
g Gravitational acceleration [m/s2]
Φ(x) The decimal grade at x /
V (x, k) The speed-density fundamental diagram [km/h]
nv The number of simulated real vehicles /
tf The simulation time [s]
∆t Simulation time step [s]
∆n Discretization of real vehicles /
D1 Constant low demand [veh/h]
D2 Constant high demand [veh/h]
s(t, n) Spacing between nth vehicle and (n− 1)th vehicle [m]
sj Jam spacing [m]
V SL Speed limit of VSL [km/h]
kV SL Density imposed by a speed limit in VSL zone [veh/km]
CV SL The controlled flow by V SL [veh/h]
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v

Symbol Definition Unit

V SLmax The maximal speed limit [km/h]
V SLmin The minimal speed limit [km/h]
v2 Speed located on a congested branch of the down-

stream fundamental diagram and corresponds to a
controlled traffic flow CV SL

[km/h]

−La The end location of the VSL zone [m]
|La| The acceleration length from the end of the VSL

zone to the entrance of the bottleneck
[m]

T (n) The time when the nth real vehicle passes the end
of bottleneck

[s]
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1
Introduction

Traffic congestion is a significant issue, often caused by low-capacity bottlenecks like sags and tunnels.
The capacity drop phenomenon worsens traffic conditions with the reduced queue discharge rate. One
of the traffic management strategies is Variable speed limit (VSL) control, which holds promise for
congestion relief and capacity drop prevention, particularly with connected vehicles (CVs). However,
the impact of the market penetration rate (MPR) of CVs on VSL parameters is not fully understood.
This research aims to quantify the relationships between the MPR of CVs and VSL parameters, such
as speed limit and optimal acceleration length. By adjusting VSL parameters, based on different MPR
levels of CVs, the study aims to prevent capacity drop and enhance traffic conditions.

1.1. Background
Traffic congestion is a common problem plaguing the world, and frequently occurs on highways, ex-
pressways, and major roadways during peak travel times. It negatively impacts commuting speeds,
increases total travel time, and contributes to higher levels of particulate pollutants (Robinson, 1984).
Traffic congestion is a complex phenomenon influenced by multiple interrelated factors. It arises from
various causes, including but not limited to a high volume of vehicles, traffic signals, traffic accidents,
road construction and bottlenecks. Bottlenecks specifically refer to constrained areas like narrow roads,
bridges, tunnels, or other infrastructure where traffic flow becomes restricted. These areas often ex-
perience congestion as vehicles slow down or wait for their turn to pass through. Notably, sags and
tunnels are critical bottlenecks, especially in mountainous regions (Koshi et al., 1992). Sags consist
of sections where the road slopes downwards, followed by an uphill section, while tunnels are subter-
ranean passages. A study by Xing et al. (2014) revealed that intercity expressways in Japan experience
nearly 80% of traffic congestion, with 60% occurring at sags or uphills and 20% happening at tunnel
entrances. Road capacity is the maximum potential traffic volume that a roadway can accommodate,
considering the prevailing road conditions. Sag and tunnel bottlenecks generally have a lower capacity
than normal road sections. Research conducted by Koshi (1985) and Koshi et al. (1992) demonstrates
that the capacity of a normal road segment is typically around 2000-2250 vehicles per hour per lane
(vphpl). However, when encountering a sag or tunnel bottleneck, the roadway’s capacity decreases
even without congestion, typically reaching around 1500 vphpl. Consequently, fewer vehicles can tra-
verse the bottleneck compared to a regular road section.
A noteworthy traffic phenomenon that exacerbates traffic congestion is the capacity drop that occurs at
bottlenecks (Hall and Agyemang-Duah, 1991; Koshi et al., 1992; Chen and Ahn, 2018). The capacity
drop denotes a situation where the discharge rate of the congestion is lower than the maximum traffic
flow, i.e., the road capacity (Yuan et al., 2017). It occurs when queues form upstream of the bottleneck.
As vehicles approach the bottleneck and subsequently accelerate out of the queues, their driving be-
haviour is affected by congestion, resulting in reduced traffic flow. This leads to the underutilization
of roadway capacity and worsening traffic congestion. According to the studies conducted by Koshi
(1985) and Koshi et al. (1992), after queues form at bottlenecks, the capacity of the roadway experi-
ences a further drop due to the capacity drop phenomenon. The resulting capacity typically ranges
between 1200 and 1400 vphpl and is influenced by factors such as the location, length, and gradient
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1.1. Background 2

of the bottlenecks.
Despite being recognized for many years (Koshi et al., 1992), capacity drop at sags and tunnels re-
mains a persistent problem. To tackle this problem, researchers have proposed various control strate-
gies aimed at preventing or mitigating the capacity drop (Goñi-Ros et al., 2014; Xing et al., 2007; Sun
et al., 2018). Among these strategies, one of the most promising approaches for reducing congestion
and enhancing traffic flow at these bottlenecks is the implementation of the VSL control (Hegyi et al.,
2005; Papageorgiou et al., 2008; Hegyi and Hoogendoorn, 2010; Sadat and Celikoglu, 2017). VSL is
an active traffic management (ATM) strategy that utilizes dynamically adjustable speed limit signs to
regulate traffic flow in response to high demand or congested conditions. It proactively controls the in-
flow into bottlenecks, preventing queues from forming within them. By dynamically adjusting the speed
limit to create gaps between vehicles, VSL helps to alleviate existing congestion.
VSL system consists of detectors, controllers, and actuators, working in conjunction to regulate traffic
flow. Traffic monitoring devices are employed in VSL as detectors (e.g. sensors and cameras), to
collect real-time traffic data. The collected data is transferred to the controller, where it is processed to
estimate current traffic states. Based on predetermined rules and thresholds (e.g., in open-loop VSL)
or advanced control laws (e.g., in rule-based VSL), the controller generates control signals. These sig-
nals consider factors such as traffic volume, congestion levels, road conditions, and specific objectives
set. Control signals are then sent to actuators and are usually converted into speed limit instructions
for drivers in traditional VSL. The actuator can be integrated into various traffic control devices located
upstream of bottlenecks such as electronic signs, variable message signs, or overhead gantries. When
the demand is below the bottleneck capacity and congestion is resolved, the VSL system raises the
speed limit back to the default speed limit (i.e., free-flow speed) (Khondaker and Kattan, 2015). The
field of VSL control has seen significant research efforts to maximise its effectiveness in improving traf-
fic conditions. Scholars have analyzed various factors that influence the control performance of VSL.
These factors include the control laws used to determine control signals (Van den Hoogen and Smul-
ders, 1994; Chen et al., 2014), the VSL application location (Martínez and Jin, 2020), driver compliance
with control signals (Hellinga and Mandelzys, 2011), traffic heterogeneity (Li et al., 2022), measurement
errors in traffic data collection (Alasiri et al., 2021), and transmission delays of information among VSL
components.
CVs, namely automobiles equipped with wireless communication capabilities, are expected to be a
game-changing technology that has revolutionized the way we think about VSL traffic control man-
agement (Lu et al., 2014; Khondaker and Kattan, 2015; Han et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2016; Letter and
Elefteriadou, 2017). CVs can serve as both actuators and detectors, offering a cost-effective alternative
to traditional road facilities like gantries and loop detectors. Through wireless communication systems,
CVs enable efficient and accurate transmission of traffic conditions and control information between
vehicles and control systems (Khondaker and Kattan, 2015). Specifically, by utilizing embedded sen-
sors, CVs can capture the trajectories of individual vehicles and the surrounding environment, allowing
for precise data collection. This information can be transmitted to the VSL controller through Vehicle-
to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication, enabling real-time adjustments to control signals. Furthermore,
CVs can receive updated traffic information and personalized driving instructions via Infrastructure-to-
Vehicle (I2V) communication. These include dynamic speed limits, real-time traffic conditions, and po-
tential hazards. By providing drivers with advanced information, CVs empower them to make informed
driving decisions in advance, enhancing safety and overall driving efficiency. However, the effective-
ness of these technologies depends on the MPR of CVs (Lee and Park, 2013; Han et al., 2017), which
denotes the percentage of CVs among all vehicles on the road. Simulation experiments conducted by
Lee and Park (2013) demonstrated that a higher MPR leads to greater reductions in travel time.
While existing studies have confirmed the impact of MPR of CVs on the overall performance of control
systems, the specific influence of MPR of CVs on the VSL parameters, such as the speed limit and
the control application location, remains unexplored. Strategies for adjusting the parameters of the
VSL system in a CV environment to ensure control effectiveness are lacking. Therefore, it is crucial
to investigate and bridge these gaps to maximize the benefits of implementing CV technology in VSL
control strategies.
This chapter provides a background of the research topic and outlines the problem the study aims to
address. To guide the research process, a research objective and a set of research questions have
been formulated based on the identified problem. Furthermore, the scope of the study and its overall
structure are presented at the end of this chapter.
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1.2. Research objectives and research questions
The integration of CVs into VSL control presents a promising opportunity to enhance traffic throughput
by effectively preventing capacity drop in bottleneck areas. Through timely wireless communication and
the utilization of CVs as detectors and actuators, more synchronized and streamlined traffic manage-
ment can be achieved (Lee and Park, 2013; Grumert and Tapani, 2020). To fully harness the potential
of CVs in VSL systems, it is essential to explore strategies for integrating CVs and study their interac-
tion dynamics with VSL strategies. The MPR of CVs has been identified as a significant factor affecting
traffic dynamics and overall VSL control performance (Lee and Park, 2013; Han et al., 2017). There-
fore, it is crucial to further analyze and quantify the impact of MPR of CVs on VSL systems and develop
compensatory strategies for any adverse effects, ensuring that VSL systems can operate effectively
even with varying levels of CV penetration.
This thesis aims to identify and quantify the interrelationships between specific parameters of the VSL
control system and theMPR of CVs. By understanding this relationship, we can determine theminimum
MPR of CVs required for efficient traffic management in different scenarios. Additionally, our goal is to
fine-tune the parameters of the control system based on varying MPR levels to ensure its effectiveness
in preventing capacity drop and optimizing throughput at bottlenecks. By achieving these objectives,
the study provides valuable insights into harnessing the benefits of CV technology for enhancing traffic
conditions and contributing to effective traffic management practices.
Based on research gaps and research objectives, the main research question can be stated as follows:

Main research question:

How does the MPR of CVs affect the determination of parameter values for CVs-based VSL
to ensure effectiveness in preventing capacity drop at sag and tunnel bottlenecks?

To answer the main question, four sub-questions are developed. The sub-questions will be addressed
orderly. And, we will be able to answer the main question to reach the research objective.
Sub questions:

• What is the current state-of-the-art of using CVs in VSL to prevent capacity drop? Are there any
limitations or challenges that need to be addressed before this technology can be fully imple-
mented?

• Which existing models are best suited to modelling vehicle behaviour and capacity drop in sag
and tunnel bottlenecks for this study? What assumptions and simplifications of the models are
necessary?

• What are key parameters in the VSL design that need to be considered when implementing a
CV-based open-loop VSL control strategy, and how do these parameters interact?

• What is the minimum MPR of CVs to enable an open-loop VSL to achieve the maximal flow in
the study’s context? What variables impact this minimum MPR value?

• How can the VSL parameters be adjusted considering different MPR of CVs to prevent capacity
drop at sag and tunnel bottlenecks?

• What is the impact of assumptions made in modelling and simulations on research results?

1.3. Research scope
The research involves the use of VSL to prevent the capacity drop phenomenon at sag and tunnel
bottlenecks. Themain objective is to find the optimal values of parameters of VSL to enhance bottleneck
throughput in different MPR of CVs environments. The study focuses on two parameters interacting
with the MPR of CVs: the speed limit in the VSL zone and the acceleration length for vehicles from
the end of the VSL zone to the entrance of the bottleneck. It is important to note that the VSL control
exclusively applies to CVs in this study, assuming full compliance from all CVs, while non-connected
vehicles (NCVs) operate in a car-following mode. This work also helps to analyse the influence of driver
compliance on VSL control indirectly. In this context, the MPR of CVs can be regarded as the driver
compliance rate.
The study takes a microscopic perspective, exploring the impact of the changing geometry of the single-
lane road and the longitudinal behaviour of the former vehicles on the behaviour adaptation of the
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following vehicles. The research seeks to understand how these factors contribute to the capacity
drop phenomena at the bottleneck. However, lateral movements such as lane changes and overtaking
behaviours are not considered.
Traffic control levels can be categorized into four hierarchies: network, link, platoon, and vehicle levels.
The network level manages the entire system, the link level handles specific locations, the platoon level
coordinates groups of vehicles, and the vehicle level controls individual vehicles (Wang, 2014). Both
link-level and vehicle-level controls are included in this study, as individual vehicle behaviour (i.e., speed
and positions) and overall traffic dynamics (i.e., flow and density) in the bottleneck road section are
analyzed. Control signals are transmitted between link-level and vehicle-level controllers (i.e., CVs) via
V2I/I2V communication. This direct communication allows for the delivery of control information without
relying on road-based actuators, as indicated by the dashed line in Fig 1.1. Additionally, the study does
not include communication between vehicles through Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication.

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the control problem (Wang et al., 2016)

The study does not develop a specific control algorithm for VSL to adjust the control signals based on
real-time traffic conditions. Instead, a static open-loop VSL control is implemented in the tunnel bot-
tleneck simulation, considering an exogenous demand pattern that remains constant over time. The
VSL parameters are simulation inputs, which are predetermined for different scenarios to realize a con-
trolled simulation environment.
The traffic flow at the end of bottlenecks serves as a performance indicator for assessing traffic condi-
tions and evaluating the effectiveness of control strategies. Additionally, the study includes the mea-
surement and comparison of travel times for individual vehicles and average travel times through the
specific road section in different scenarios. This analysis aims to demonstrate the improvements in
traffic efficiency achieved by implementing the VSL control strategy.

1.4. Research outline
Chapter 2 presents a review of relevant literature. It explores traffic dynamics at sag and tunnel bot-
tlenecks, examining the factors that contribute to capacity drop phenomena. Then, it reviews and
compares existing traffic models built to replicate this phenomenon, aiming to find the most suitable
model for this research. The literature review also covers the various VSL control strategies employed,
both with and without CVs. The inspiration for this research from the literature is summarised at the
end. Chapter 3 focuses on describing the methodologies utilized in the study. It describes mathe-
matical formulations of the adopted traffic flow model and explains how it reproduces the behaviour
of vehicles at sag and tunnel bottlenecks. Additionally, it details the simulation methods to apply VSL
control in the CVs environment, highlighting the methods to investigate VSL parameters and specifying
assumptions made during the research. Chapter 4 provides an overview of calibrated values for the
models obtained from the literature and describes the simulation initialization. Furthermore, it outlines
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the design of the analyzed scenarios, each serving a specific purpose within the research framework.
Chapter 4 includes a convergence analysis, which validates the accuracy and reliability of the simula-
tion results. The chapter then proceeds to present the simulation results for each scenario. It analyzes
and interprets simulation results, providing insights into the relationship between the MPR of CVs and
the parameters of the VSL control. Chapter 5 serves as a sensitivity analysis, examining the impact
of bottleneck length, bounded acceleration assumptions, and transmission delay of VSL on the VSL
control performance. It also evaluates how the random order of CVs within the platoon affects the
capacity drop occurrence when the MPR of CVs is fixed. The final chapter serves as a conclusion
and reflection of the research. It summarizes the key findings and provides conclusive answers to
the research questions. The chapter reflects on the research process, discussing limitations encoun-
tered and suggesting potential areas for improvement. The conclusion also offers recommendations
for future research directions.

Figure 1.2: Research outline



2
Literature review

In this chapter, we conduct a review of the relevant literature. Section 2.1 focuses on the unique traffic
dynamics observed in sag/tunnel bottlenecks compared to regular road sections. It provides some ex-
planation for these dynamics frommicroscopic and macroscopic perspectives. Moving forward, section
2.2 lists various traffic models proposed in the literature to capture these specific traffic dynamics and
reproduce capacity drop phenomena observed in sag/tunnel bottlenecks. These models are reviewed
in terms of their assumptions, methodologies, advantages, and limitations, with the ultimate goal of
identifying the most appropriate traffic model for this research. Next, section 2.3 starts with analyzing
traditional VSL systems that utilize gantries. The objective is to gain insights into determining key pa-
rameters of VSL and identifying their relationships. Building on this, the section also delves into the
literature exploring the methodologies for integrating CVs into VSL systems. It further encompasses
research evaluating the performance of CVs-based VSL control systems in preventing capacity drop.
Additionally, specific attention is given to investigating the influence of the MPR of CVs on the overall
control performance.

2.1. Traffic dynamics and capacity drop in sag and tunnel bottle-
necks

Sags and tunnels are critical bottlenecks in roads, affecting traffic dynamics and causing congestion.
The literature provides valuable insights into the reasons and mechanisms behind these low capacities
and congestion phenomena. Early in the 1990s, Koshi et al. (1992) conducted an analysis based on
traffic data collected in Japanese motorway tunnels and upstream sections of sags. They observed
that tunnels and sags lead to traffic congestion even at lower volumes compared to regular road sec-
tions. The capacity further decreases as queues form and grow. They identified a transition period from
free flow to congested flow, typically taking less than 10 minutes after drivers enter a queue. Lighting
conditions were found to influence departure flow rates, with higher rates observed in brighter condi-
tions. This work was expanded upon in a subsequent study by Koshi (2003). They argued that drivers
maintain their car-following spacing even when the speed reduces due to changing environments, re-
sulting in a reduced flow rate. They quantified this reduction, which depends on the time spent in the
queue, light conditions (day or night), and other factors. Brilon and Bressler (2004) collected traffic data
from freeway upgrades in Germany and conducted microscopic simulations to analyze traffic dynamics.
Their findings indicated that road capacity is not constrained by the length of the gradient but depends
solely on the degree of the gradient. Travel velocity, on the other hand, is notably affected by the de-
gree of the gradient, the length of the upgrade, and the presence of trucks. Using a driving simulator
on intercity expressways, an analysis was conducted by Yoshizawa et al. (2012) to assess how road
alignments, namely sags and tunnels, and the driving behaviour of the leading vehicle, influence the
behaviour of following vehicles. They found that road alignments had a more pronounced influence on
driver behaviour of following drivers compared to the behaviour of the leading vehicle.
Goñi-Ros et al. (2013) investigated congestion in sags with a special focus on the fast and slow lanes.
They observed that congestion typically originates in the fast lane(s) of the uphill section and spreads
to the slow lane(s) during high traffic demand. The research utilized traffic data collected from a sag in
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Japan. By analyzing vehicle trajectories and examining the relationship between average time headway
and speed on the fast lanes at different locations, the study revealed that both car-following inhomoge-
neous characteristics (i.e., longer headways on the uphill section compared to the downhill section at
similar speeds) and the frequency of lane changes contribute to congestion formation. However, com-
paring the frequency of these two causes indicated that car-following inhomogeneous characteristics
were the primary factor, while disruptive lane changes had a lesser impact. Jin (2017) found that the
bounded acceleration capability of vehicles at sag/tunnel bottlenecks results in capacity drop. They
introduced vehicles’ bounded acceleration on the LWR (Lighthill-Whitham-Richards) stationary states
inside the lane-drop zone of the lane-drop bottlenecks as an additional constraint for the optimization
formulation of the entropy condition and demonstrated that the optimization problem is uniquely solved
with well-defined instantaneous continuous standing waves, comprised of the LWR stationary states
inside the lane-drop and the bounded acceleration stationary states in the downstream acceleration
zones. Further research conducted by Jin (2018) revealed that capacity drops can still occur in single-
lane bottlenecks, indicating that lane changes are neither a necessary nor sufficient condition for the
capacity drop. To avoid the need to model lane-changing effects, this study focuses on studying ca-
pacity drop at single-lane sag and tunnel bottlenecks.

Table 2.1: Reviewed literature about traffic dynamics in sag/tunnel bottlenecks

Paper Methodology Conclusion

Koshi et al. (1992)& Koshi (2003) Traffic data analysis in motorway tunnels
Observing lower queue discharge rate than road capacity;

Congested caused by increased gradients
or changes in light conditions

Brilon and Bressler (2004) Microscopic simulations Road capacity is determined by the degree of the gradient,
not the length of the gradient

Yoshizawa et al. (2012) Driver simulators
Road alignments have a stronger impact on

following vehicle behaviours
compared to the leading vehicle behaviour

Goñi-Ros et al. (2013) Traffic data analysis in a sag
Congestion begins at fast lanes and spreads to slow lanes;
Congestion is caused by longer headway on uphill sections

more frequently than lane-changing behaviour

Jin (2017) & Jin (2018) The traffic model design and calibration Capacity drop caused by the bounded acceleration of vehicles;
Capacity drop occurs in the single lane

2.2. Traffic flow models to reproduce capacity drop in sag and tun-
nel bottlenecks

Researchers have developed a range of traffic flow models to reproduce the capacity drop phenomena
observed in bottleneck areas. These models vary from microscopic models that focus on individual ve-
hicle behaviour to macroscopic models that analyze aggregate variables, catering to different research
objectives (Marczak et al., 2015; Haut et al., 2005; Wada et al., 2020). As discussed in section 2.1,
the capacity drop observed in sag and tunnel bottlenecks is a multifaceted phenomenon influenced
by intricate interactions among the geometry characteristics, the traffic conditions, and the behaviour
adaptation of individual vehicles (Koshi, 2003; Brilon and Bressler, 2004; Yoshizawa et al., 2012; Goñi-
Ros et al., 2013; Jin, 2018). By employing different assumptions, these models prioritize capturing the
diverse factors that can influence individual driver behaviour and lead to the capacity drop.
One of the earliest car-following models was developed by Helly (1959). It models the traffic in the
single-lane tunnel bottleneck. The model consists of a reaction time-lagged system of differential equa-
tions. They assumed a linear relationship between the acceleration rate and the relative speed and
headway distance. Koshi et al. (1992) proposed hypothetical mathematical models of car-following
in free flow and congested flow, respectively. They assumed different levels of driver tension in con-
gested and free-flow states and assumed that drivers would not adjust their acceleration to compensate
for environmental factors in congested flows. However, this assumption is not supported by empirical
evidence in car-following driving experiments. Based on traffic data from uphill gradients in German
freeways, Treiber et al. (2000) observed the traffic states which were localized or extended, homoge-
neous or oscillating. Combined states were observed as well, like the coexistence of moving localized
clusters and clusters pinned at road inhomogeneities, or regions of oscillating congested traffic up-
stream of nearly homogeneous congested traffic. They conducted simulations using the ”intelligent
driving model”, which is a continuous microscopic single-lane model using empirical data as boundary
conditions. Using one parameter to capture the inhomogeneities of local variations, this model can
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reproduce all observed phenomena, including the coexistence of states, qualitatively. Goñi-Ros et al.
(2016) introduced a microscopic traffic model which incorporates a car-following model considering the
impact of freeway gradient on vehicle acceleration. The model assumes that drivers compensate for
any increase in freeway gradient linearly over time with a maximum gradient compensation rate defined
by a model parameter. The validity of the model is assessed through a simulation study conducted at
a sag on a Japanese freeway. The simulation results, compared to previous empirical data, show that
the model accurately reproduces important traffic phenomena at sags. These phenomena include a re-
duced capacity compared to normal sections, the bottleneck location near the end of the vertical curve,
and the capacity drop caused by congestion. Jin (2018) presents a behavioural kinematic wave model
(KW model) that explains the bottleneck effects in sags and tunnels. A location-dependent triangular
fundamental diagram is proposed to explain the capacity reduction effect from the assumption of an
increased linear time gap to capture a larger spacing at the same speed. The capacity drop occurs
due to a bounded acceleration rate constraint. It also captures the associated low acceleration rate
when vehicles accelerate away from the upstream queue. The resulting low acceleration rate out of
the upstream queue is verified by the structure of continuous standing waves in speed. The model is
calibrated and validated using four stationary vehicle trajectories at the Kobotoke tunnel in Japan, and
the theoretical predictions closely match the observed data. Thus, despite its inability to describe rather
complicated phenomena such as the probabilistic capacity reduction and stop-and-go traffic upstream
of bottlenecks (Goñi Ros et al., 2014) at the current stage, this simplified model can be a suitable build-
ing block for a more comprehensive theory. However, the KW model has a limitation in its assumption
that ”capacity drop stationary states” are immediately reached upon the onset of congestion. In reality,
there exists a transition period to reach this stationary traffic state, characterized by persistent con-
gestion where flow, speed, and acceleration processes are nearly stationary and stable (Koshi et al.,
1992; Ozaki, 2003). KW model fails to explain the formation and stabilization of the stationary state.
To compensate for this limitation, Wada et al. (2020) proposed a continuum car-following model with
the same assumptions as the KWmodel, i.e., location-dependent time gaps and bounded acceleration.
They use a one-dimensional iterated function system to model the formation of the capacity drop and
capture its dynamic characteristics. This model is derived from an analysis of the spatial pattern of
equilibrium and bounded acceleration traffic states observed in a lead-vehicle problem. By utilizing this
model, they uncover a range of properties associated with the capacity drop, including its existence,
uniqueness, global convergence, and transition time.

Table 2.2: Reviewed literature about traffic flow models to reproduce capacity drop

Paper Assumptions Model

Helly (1959)
A linear relationship

between the acceleration rate and
the relative speed and headway distance

A car-following model consists of
a reaction time-lagged system of differential equations

Koshi et al. (1992)

Different levels of driver tension
in congested and free-flow states;
No adjustment on acceleration

when congested

Hypothetical mathematical car following models

Treiber et al. (2000) /
A continuous microscopic single-lane

intelligent driving model
with empirical boundary conditions

Goñi-Ros et al. (2016)

Drivers compensate for the
increase in freeway gradient linearly

with a maximum gradient compensation rate
defined by a model parameter

A microscopic car-following model
considering the impact of freeway gradient

on vehicle acceleration

Jin (2018) A location-dependent triangular fundamental diagram;
Bounded acceleration A behavioural kinematic wave model

Wada et al. (2020) A location-dependent triangular fundamental diagram;
Bounded acceleration A continuum car-following model

In this thesis, the model of Wada et al. (2020) is adopted to simulate the capacity drop phenomenon
in a single-lane traffic scenario within a tunnel bottleneck. Though this model fails to reproduce the
stop-and-go wave and the probabilistic capacity reduction, it effectively reproduces the capacity drop
phenomenon and accurately represents its essential characteristics, like the transition period of the
capacity drop and an accurate value of the dropped capacity after carefully calibrating the parameters
of the bounded acceleration model. Notably, the model requires only a few parameters for calibration
and validation, and these parameters hold clear physical interpretations. This simplicity of the model
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facilitates the explanation of the underlying mechanisms that lead to the capacity drop. The geometry
data from the Kobotonoke Tunnel bottleneck in Japan is utilized for calibrating and validating the model
(Koshi et al., 1992).

2.3. Traffic management based on VSL and/or CVs
In recent decades, several measures have been proposed to prevent or delay the formation of conges-
tion and improve traffic efficiency in bottleneck areas. These measures include VSL (Smulders, 1992),
ramp metering (Papageorgiou et al., 1991), and lane change advisories (Park and Smith, 2012), etc.
The principle of VSL is to set speed limits upstream of the bottleneck to slow down traffic and reduce
the flow into the bottleneck to dissipate the existing queue and prevent future congestion. VSL control
strategies can be classified into two primary categories: reactive rule-based approaches and proactive
approaches (Khondaker and Kattan, 2015). Initially, VSL employed simple reactive rule-based logic,
where real-time VSL control signals were modified based on predefined thresholds of traffic flow, oc-
cupancy, or mean speed. The main goal of these approaches was to enhance safety (Zackor, 1991;
Smulders, 1992; Rämä, 1999). However, recent VSL research has predominantly focused on more
sophisticated control logic that operates proactively, aiming to prevent traffic disruptions before they
occur. These approaches are mainly designed to minimize the total time spent in the system (Hegyi
et al., 2005; Hegyi and Hoogendoorn, 2010; Carlson et al., 2010). Both real-world applications and
simulation experiments have confirmed that VSL systems offer significant benefits such as improved
safety, enhanced traffic flow, and environmental advantages. VSL systems reduce speed differen-
tials, synchronize driver behaviour, and prevent traffic breakdowns, leading to improved safety. They
optimize traffic flow by resolving congestion and result in reduced fuel consumption and emissions,
contributing to environmental benefits (Papageorgiou et al. (2008)).

2.3.1. Traditional variable speed limit
To achieve the advantages of VSL, researchers have explored various strategies for controllers and
design variables. They have proposed different control methodologies, including feed-forward control,
feedback control, and model predictive control. Hegyi et al. (2008) proposed SPECIALIST, a speed
limit control algorithm based on shock wave theory. The approach uses a feed-forward control strategy
and an open-loop optimization method to determine the control signals to the traffic process, includ-
ing the activation and deactivation of VSL control, and suggested driving speeds. The SPECIALIST
algorithm successfully addresses the shock wave issue on the A12 motorway in the Netherlands, as
evidenced by simulations and real-world tests (Hegyi and Hoogendoorn, 2010). The parameters used
in SPECIALIST have clear physical interpretations, making it suitable for real-world applications. This
aspect enhances the understanding and implementation of the system. However, it is important to note
that feed-forward control, as employed by SPECIALIST, may encounter challenges when adapting to
changing traffic conditions and adjusting control signals promptly. This limitation suggests the need
for further improvements to ensure the system can effectively respond to dynamic traffic situations and
optimize its control signals in real-time. Papageorgiou et al. (1991) proposed ALINEA, a power local
traffic-responsive strategy based on feedback structure. ALINEA is a simple, robust, flexible, and effec-
tive control system which has been confirmed by the application in a single on-ramp of the Boulevard
Peripherique in Paris. ALINEA is simpler than other known algorithms and requires a minimal amount
of real-time measurements (detectors). It is easily adjustable to particular traffic conditions because
only one parameter is to be adjusted in a prescribed way. Inspired by ALINEA, Goñi-Ros et al. (2014)
implemented the proportional feedback VSL control, which uses the concept of ”mainstream traffic flow
control” to regulate the inflow into a sag bottleneck below the bottleneck capacity. The implemented
feedback controller exhibited flexibility and adaptability, enabling it to handle diverse traffic scenarios
and enhance roadway performance. The evaluation of this approach was conducted using simulations,
with the total travel time serving as the performance metric. However, it should be noted that the longi-
tudinal driving behaviour model used in the simulation lacked calibration and validation.
Another category of literature about VSL focuses on analyzing the parameters of VSL control and other
factors that have an impact on the control effectiveness. Hellinga and Mandelzys (2011) used the
PARAMICS microscopic traffic simulator to study the impact of driver compliance with VSL control sig-
nals. They designed several scenarios with different driver compliance and found that VSL operational
impacts are sensitively and positively correlated with the level of driver compliance, while travel time
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is negatively correlated with the level of compliance. They also point out that driver compliance lev-
els are influenced by the used speed limits. These findings emphasize the interdependency between
VSL impacts and driver compliance, concluding that designing a VSL control strategy cannot solely
rely on speed limit enforcement. The conclusions of this study are supported by Habtemichael and
de Picado Santos (2013), who conducted a study using the traffic simulation software VISSIM. They
evaluated the effect of both traffic demand and driving compliance on the effectiveness of VSL control.
They examined heavy congestion, light congestion, and uncongested traffic conditions, analyzing four
levels of driver compliance within each condition: low, medium, high, and very high. The study found
that higher speed limit compliance leads to increased safety benefits from VSL. Additionally, the safety
benefits are more than four times greater in a high compliance scenario compared to a low compliance
scenario. Another consideration is the control application location, which corresponds to the accelera-
tion length of vehicles from the end of the VSL area to the entrance of the bottleneck. Martínez and Jin
(2020) investigates the effect of applying VSL at different locations on congestion prevention. The lo-
cation where the VSL is applied affects the acceleration length and thus the speed at which the vehicle
reaches the bottleneck. They concluded that when reaching the bottleneck, only speeds greater than
a specific speed, which is located on a congested branch of the downstream fundamental diagram and
corresponds to a controlled traffic flow, can ensure an uncongested stationary traffic state and prevent
capacity degradation. This specific speed is determined by the bounded acceleration rate at any loca-
tion within the bottleneck. The optimal control application location is therefore equal to the acceleration
length that achieves that specific speed. Assuming 100% compliance with the VSL, the researchers
developed an equation to calculate the optimal control application location based on the applied speed
limit in the case of a lane drop bottleneck and extended this approach to sag and tunnel bottlenecks.
Based on the above, it can be seen that VSL parameters and influencing factors on VSL control perfor-
mance are highly interdependent, emphasizing the need to consider this relationship when designing
a VSL strategy and improving its control effectiveness for specific scenarios.

2.3.2. CVs-based variable speed limit
In the near future, widespread adoption of CVs equipped with wireless communication is anticipated.
These vehicles eliminate the necessity for costly roadside infrastructures, enhance the efficiency and
accuracy of traffic data collection, and enable more flexible traffic control (Lee and Park, 2013; Khon-
daker and Kattan, 2015; Grumert and Tapani, 2017).
Several studies have been carried out to investigate the possible enhancement of traffic conditions
using CVs-based VSL control.Grumert and Tapani (2012) incorporated cooperative systems into an
existing VSL system and evaluated its performance using traffic simulation. The proposed cooperative
VSL facilitates timely communication between vehicles and infrastructures by utilizing a roadside de-
vice to transmit speed limit signals to upstream vehicles, allowing them to adjust their speed earlier and
smoothly. The simulation results demonstrate that the cooperative VSL reduces high acceleration and
deceleration rates and exhibits a less varying speed pattern than the existing VSL. This indicates that
the cooperative VSL promotes a more harmonized flow (more homogenous headways and decreased
variance in speed), reducing adverse environmental impacts and lowering fuel consumption compared
to the existing VSL. However, as with any new technology, real-world implementation poses significant
challenges. One of the critical factors to consider is the MPR of CVs, which significantly affects control
efficiency. Lee and Park (2013) utilized a VISSIM-based microscopic simulation model to assess the
performance of VSL systems in the CVs environment. It is assumed that drivers equipped with CV
technology can quickly respond to the provided speed limits. The driver compliance rate of all vehicles
(both CVs and NCVs) to the speed limit is set to 20%. The study considers different MPR of CVs,
including 20%, 40%, 80%, and 100%. Additionally, the performance of VSL without CVs (0% MPR)
is evaluated for comparison. The simulation results show that the reduction in total travel time varied
depending on the MPR of CVs. In the conventional VSL case (0% MPR), there is a 4.5% travel time
saving compared to the scenario without VSL. However, as the MPR of CVs increased, the travel time
savings also increased. With 100% MPR of CVs, a 12% travel time saving compared to the scenario
without VSL is observed. Han et al. (2017) developed three comparison experiments with different
MPR of CVs to explore and compare the effects of using CVs in VSL. The outcomes of all CV-based
strategies demonstrate an overall enhancement in traffic conditions compared to Variable Message
Sign-only control. These advantages include increased control efficiency by creating gaps ahead of
CVs to alleviate queues, cost-effectiveness through the use of CVs or a single CV with a few VMSs,
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and the ability of CVs to serve both traffic monitoring and control functions, streamlining implementation
and reducing coordination delays.

Table 2.3: Reviewed literature about VSL control management

Paper Traffic model Objectives/Conclusions

Hegyi et al. (2008) A feed-forward control strategy named SPECIALIST Successfully address the shock wave issue
on the A12 motorway in the Netherlands

Papageorgiou et al. (1991) A feedback local traffic-responsive strategy
named ALINEA

Effective application in a single on-ramp
of the Boulevard Peripherique in Paris

Goñi-Ros et al. (2014) A proportional feedback VSL control Successfully regulate the inflow into a sag
below the bottleneck capacity in simulations

Hellinga and Mandelzys (2011) PARAMICS microscopic traffic simulator Study the impact of driver compliance
with VSL control signals

Habtemichael and de Picado Santos (2013) Traffic simulation software VISSIM
Evaluate the effect of both traffic demand

and driving compliance
on the effectiveness of VSL control

Martínez and Jin (2020) Simulation through building up
the continuum car-following model with bounded acceleration

Investigate the effect of applying VSL at
different locations on congestion prevention

Grumert and Tapani (2012) Incorporated cooperative systems
into an existing VSL system

A more harmonized flow,
reducing adverse environmental impacts

and lowering fuel consumption in comparison to
the existing VSL

Lee and Park (2013) VISSIM-based microscopic simulation
The reduction in total travel time

varied depending on the MPR value,
ranging from 7% for 0% MPR to 12% for 100% MPR.

Han et al. (2017) Three comparison experiments
with different MPR of CVs

An overall enhancement in traffic conditions
compared to Variable Message Sign-only control

In summary, VSL has proven to be an effective control scheme in reducing congestion and improving
traffic throughput. Integrating CV technology into VSL can further enhance its effectiveness by lever-
aging the power of in-time communication and data sharing. While previous research has explored the
impact of MPR on overall control performance, there remain unresolved issues concerning the mini-
mum MPR needed for effective control on specific road segments, such as sag and tunnel bottlenecks,
and how MPR impacts other parameters of VSL control, such as the speed limit and the acceleration
length. To fully understand the potential benefits of the CVs-based VSL, it is essential to fill these gaps.

2.4. Insights from literature review
In this thesis, we investigate the influence of MPR of CVs on preventing the capacity drop in sag and
tunnel bottlenecks when applying VSL. We aim to contribute to the realization of a more robust and
efficient traffic control system considering different MPR levels. A visual representation of the key
insights gathered from the literature review for this study is presented through a conceptual framework.
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Figure 2.1: The conceptual framework for this research

At the core of this conceptual framework lies themain focus of this work: the capacity drop phenomenon
observed at the sag and tunnel bottleneck. Four primary aspects must be taken into account to under-
stand this complex issue. On the left side, root causes that contribute to the capacity drop in the
single-lane sag and tunnel bottleneck are listed. The change in the gradient of the bottleneck and the
darker lighting conditions cause vehicles to maintain longer headways than on normal roads, resulting
in reduced road capacity (Koshi, 1985; Koshi et al., 1992). When traffic demand is higher than the
reduced bottleneck capacity, congestion occurs. The acceleration rate after congestion is restricted
by various factors such as vehicle mechanics, driver reactions, and road geometry. Even when there
are no bottlenecks downstream, traffic flow is still influenced by the bounded acceleration behaviours
of vehicles when they exit the queue (Jin, 2018). This flow is known as the queue discharge rate. It
is lower than the bottleneck capacity and therefore the capacity drop phenomenon can be observed
at the bottleneck. On the right side, the negative impact of capacity drop on traffic conditions can be
assessed by comparing travel time and traffic flows at bottlenecks under the non-congested condition
with those under capacity drop conditions.
At the lower part of the framework, strategies are classified into traditional VSL and CVs-based VSL and
the principles and parameters are described. The traditional VSL prevents congestion at bottlenecks
though intentionally slowing down the inflow upstream of the bottleneck by variable message signs on
gantries. Researchers have analyzed some parameters that play a crucial role in the effectiveness of
the control system. One parameter is the speed limit, which determines the maximum speed at which
vehicles can travel through the controlled section of the road (i.e., the VSL zone). Another key param-
eter is the optimal acceleration length after passing the VSL zone. The study conducted by Martínez
and Jin (2020) has provided valuable insights into the theory to determine the optimal acceleration
length in traditional VSL, which serves as a valuable guide for this work. The incorporation of CVs into
traditional VSL is expected to compensate for the limitations of traditional VSL, such as lack of flexibil-
ity and transmission delays between detector and controller. Through the use of telecommunication
technology and CVs, traffic control can be implemented more proactively and timely. The influence of
the MPR of CVs on overall traffic control performance has been confirmed in previous studies (Han
et al., 2017; Lee and Park, 2013). These studies indicate that a higher MPR of CVs leads to better
control effectiveness. However, its specific role and implications in the development of VSL remain
unexplored. The interaction between the MPR of CVs and VSL parameters, namely the speed limit
and the optimal acceleration length for this research, should be quantitatively studied. The control ef-
fectiveness in preventing capacity drop in specific traffic conditions can be achieved by adjusting VSL
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parameters considering different MPRs of CVs.
Drawing upon the insights from the literature review, it has been determined that the traffic model pro-
posed by Wada et al. (2020) is suited to model traffic conditions for this research context. The traffic
flow model used consists of two key modules. One is the continuum car-following model, which is
used to model the driving behaviour of following vehicles influenced by both the bottleneck geometry
and vehicles in front. The other is a bounded acceleration model used to add constraints on vehicle
acceleration. Although the model is based on a set of assumptions, the simulated traffic dynamics
and capacity drop match the real-world observations well. The main benefit of this model is its sim-
plicity (including limited parameters needed to be calibrated). Previously, Martínez and Jin (2020) has
worked on the optimal location of VSL analytically based on an equivalent model proposed by Wada
et al. (2020), which can be a reference for this thesis.



3
Research methodologies

This chapter provides a detailed description and mathematical formulation to explain the development
of the traffic flow model and CVs-based VSL control strategy. Firstly, section 3.1 describes a continuum
car-following model, including a bottleneck model, a bounded acceleration model and a car-following
model, is borrowed from the literature to reproduce the vehicle behaviour in single-lane sag or tunnel
bottlenecks (Wada et al., 2020). Section 3.2 introduces the implementation of a static open-loop VSL
for mixed traffic environments with CVs in simulations. The speed limit calculation and theorems and
formulas proposed by Martínez and Jin (2020) that determine the optimal acceleration length in align-
ment with the chosen speed limit of VSL assuming 100% compliance to VSL, are explained. Then, a
method for introducing different levels of MPR of CVs into the simulated traffic is outlined. The selection
of state variables is defined to represent the traffic states. Additionally, the study provides insight into
the logic employed to adjust VSL parameters for different scenarios in simulation. This section also
describes a method for quantitatively assessing the VSL control performance. Section 3.3 addresses
the sources of uncertainties that may arise during the research process and presents strategies to con-
sider them. Finally, the assumptions in the research methodology are outlined in section 3.4.

3.1. A continuum car-following model with bounded acceleration
The continuum car-following model with bounded acceleration proposed by Wada et al. (2020) is
adopted. The model consists of three components. A bottleneck model represents the constraints
on vehicle behaviour imposed by the bottleneck environment. A bounded acceleration model reflects
limitations in the vehicle acceleration behaviour, due to physical constraints in vehicle mechanics, driver
response, road geometry, etc. A continuum car-following model discrete real vehicles (i.e., vehicles
with integral numbers) into imaginary vehicles (vehicles with non-integer numbers) to create a contin-
uous traffic flow. The model captures the moving status of both real and imaginary vehicles at each
time step.

3.1.1. The sag/tunnel bottleneck
A single-lane freeway stretch with a sag or tunnel bottleneck is considered. There are no on- or off-
ramps in this stretch. The bottleneck is defined as the uphill section of the sag or the entire tunnel. Both
upstream and downstream of the bottleneck are normal road sections. We set the starting point of the
bottleneck to be the origin. The length of the bottleneck is denoted as L. Negative values of location
(< 0) represent the upstream of the bottleneck, while values greater than L represent the downstream
of the bottleneck. The capacity at the end of the sag/tunnel is regarded as bottleneck capacity. Vehicles
travel in the direction of increasing values of location. The impact of characteristics of the bottleneck
on vehicle behaviour is captured by assuming a linear increase in the time gap maintained by vehicles
within the bottleneck (Jin, 2018). The time gap, also known as the ”minimum time gap”, refers to the
minimum amount of time that should be maintained between a vehicle and the one directly ahead of
it. It is a measure of the temporal spacing between vehicles. A shorter time gap means that vehicles
are following each other more closely, while a longer time gap allows more space between vehicles.
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On the other head, headways are the time intervals between the passage of successive vehicles, the
inverse of which is the flow rate. The time gap for the studied road section is expressed as follows:

τ(x) =

 τ1 if x ≤ 0
τ1 +

τ2−τ1
L x if 0 < x ≤ L

τ1 if x > L
(3.1)

Where x is the location, τ(x) is the time gap at x, τ1 is the time gap at the normal road section, and
τ2 is one at the end of the bottleneck, τ1 < τ2. The discontinuity of the time gap at the location x = L
denotes the assumption that there is no contains from downstream of the bottleneck. Fig. 3.1 shows
a visualization of this assumption.

Figure 3.1: Illustration of a sag or tunnel bottleneck (Wada et al., 2020)

The time gap remains constant at τ1 on both the upstream and downstream links, indicating no con-
straints on traffic flow from the downstream of the bottleneck. However, within the bottleneck, which
spans from x = 0 to x = L, the time gap τx varies depending on location. This assumption is based
on empirical observations. On an uphill section of the sag, drivers must exert more force on the pedal
to accelerate, resulting in a larger gap between their vehicle and the one in front, compared to a level
road at the same speed. Similarly, when driving through a tunnel, drivers tend to be more cautious due
to lighting conditions, leading to a larger gap. In both cases, the time gap, namely the duration for a
follower to cover the distance in front, increases continuously. Based on this, an inhomogeneous (i.e.,
location-dependent) triangular fundamental diagram for the modelled road section is proposed, see Eq.
3.2.

q(x, t) = min
{
vfk(x, t);

1
τ(x)

(
1− k(x,t)

kj

)}
, (3.2)

Where q(x, t) is the flow rate, vf is the free-flow speed, k(x, t) is the density, kj is the jam density.

Figure 3.2: Fundamental diagrams: flow-density relation (Wada et al., 2020)

The road capacity also depends on the location:

C(x) =
vfkj

1+vfkjτ(x)
(3.3)

We use C1 to refer to the capacity of the normal section and the bottleneck entrance, and C2 to refer
to the bottleneck capacity before congestion (i.e., without capacity drop).
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3.1.2. The bounded acceleration
Apart from the assumption of the inhomogeneous triangular fundamental diagram with the linear in-
crease time gap within the bottleneck, another assumption is the bounded acceleration rate Amax of
vehicles. Various models exist in the literature regarding constraints on bounded acceleration. They
share some common properties, including (i) being non-negative (i.e., Amax(x, v) ≥ 0); (ii) having a
maximum start-up and being bounded (i.e., Amax(x, v) ≤ a0 = Amax(x, 0) (iii) being not increasing in
speed (i.e., ∂Amax(x,v)

∂v ≤ 0) (Jin and Laval, 2018). The simplest model is the constant bounded accel-
eration (CBA) model with a constant value representing the bounded acceleration rate. More complex
models, such as the Gipps model (Gipps, 1981) and the TWOPAS model (Allen et al., 2000), consider
the relationship between speed and bounded acceleration rate. These different assumptions regard-
ing bounded acceleration rate have an impact on vehicle driving behaviour and consequently affect
the properties of capacity drop. This thesis assumes that the bounded acceleration rate follows the
TWOPAS model, see Eq. 3.4.

a(n) ≤ Amax(x(n), v(n))

Amax(x, v) = (a0 − gΦ(x))
(
1− v

vf

)
,

(3.4)

Where Amax(x, v) is the bounded acceleration rate for the vehicle with the real-time speed v at x, a(x, v)
is the real-time acceleration rate at x, a0 is maximum acceleration rate on a level road, g is gravitational
acceleration, Φ(x) is the decimal grade at x.

3.1.3. Vehicle discretization and car-following behaviour
In their work, Jin and Laval (2018) introduced the bounded acceleration-LWR (BA-LWR) model. This
BA-LWR model encompasses the LWR model, Lebacque’s two-phase model, and the bounded accel-
eration version of Newell’s car-following model, as follows.

∂k
∂t + ∂(kv)

∂x = 0
∂v
∂t + v ∂v

∂x = min
{
Amax(x, v),

V (x,k)−v
ϵ

}
,

(3.5)

Where V (x, k) is the speed-density fundamental diagram, ∂ is an operational symbol representing
partial derivatives, ϵ = lim∆t→0+∆t is a hyperreal infinitesimal number.
By solving the BA-LWRmodel with the inhomogeneous fundamental diagram of sag/tunnel bottlenecks
in Lagrangian coordinates, as expressed in Eq. 3.2, the BA-LWR model can be transformed into a
continuum car-following model with bounded acceleration specifically for sag and tunnel bottlenecks.
The continuum car-following model is a first-order model when vehicles are in equilibrium states and a
second-order model when vehicles are in bounded acceleration states. It computes the position of both
real and imaginary vehicles by considering their current speed and acceleration rate at each simulation
time step. This update assumes the acceleration rate of vehicles remains constant within the simulation
time step ∆t. The discretized formulations are shown below:

x(t+ dt, n) = x(t, n) +min{V (x, s(t, n)), v(t, n) +Amax(x, v)∆t}∆t

V (x, s(t, n)) = min
{
vf ,

1
τ(x(t,n)) (s(t, n)− sj)

}
s(t, n) = x(t, n− 1)− x(t, n)
sj =

1
kj

(3.6)

Where x(t, n) and v(t, n) are the position and the speed of nth vehicle at time t, ∆t is the simulation
time step, s(t, n) is the spacing between nth vehicle and (n− 1)th vehicle, sj is the jam spacing.
In the model, time is a continuum variable and discretized by ∆t. The concept of imaginary vehicles
is then employed to discrete real vehicles into the continuum flow of imaginary vehicles by ∆n. Traffic
flow equations, including the conservation equation (Lighthill and Whitham, 1955) and the fundamental
diagram, are typically formulated using aggregated variables that treat the movement of vehicles as
a fluid. These equations are formulated in Eulerian coordinates, considering time and space as the
coordinates. However, in this research, the traffic is modelled in Lagrangian coordinates, where time
and vehicles serve as the coordinates. To ensure that the Lagrangian formulation is consistent with the
Eulerian formulation, developing a continuummodel in the Lagrangian framework is necessary. The ad-
ditional imaginary vehicles introduced by discretization behave like real vehicles they represent, which
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ensures accurate propagation of information among vehicles and eliminates the numerical viscosity
(Wada et al., 2020). In Fig. 3.3, solid lines indicate real vehicles and dashed lines indicate imaginary
vehicles introduced. The horizontal arrow indicates the direction of flow. The motion status of real and
imaginary vehicles is then updated simultaneously at each time step.

Figure 3.3: Discretization of vehicles

In order to satisfy the collision-free property (Wada et al., 2020; Jin, 2016), the appropriate discretized
units ∆t and ∆n should satisfy the formula:

dt
dn

≤ τ1 (3.7)

3.2. An open-loop VSL for mixed traffic environments with CVs
This section introduces a strategy for implementing VSL control on CVs in a mixed traffic environment
where both NCVs and CVs coexist. The goal is to adjust VSL parameters to prevent the capacity drop
in sag and tunnel bottlenecks, considering different MPR of CVs. The approach assumes that the
inflow entering the network cannot be influenced by any control measures. Thus, when the demand
is higher than the bottleneck capacity, we limit the flow entering the bottleneck by limiting the speed of
CVs at specific locations upstream of the bottleneck. Existing congestion within the bottleneck can be
solved by the gap created by lowering speed, and possible congestion caused by high demand can
be prevented meanwhile. When MPR is 100%, mathematical formulas proposed by Martínez and Jin
(2020) are used to calculate the minimal required acceleration length to prevent the capacity drop in
sag/tunnel bottlenecks for the specific speed limit. To prevent queues created by speed limits in the
VSL zone from spilling back and blocking other upstream on- and off-ramps, it is expected to position
the VSL zone as close as possible to the bottleneck. The optimum acceleration length is determined to
be the shortest acceleration length that still prevents capacity drop. The research aims to identify the
minimum conditions of MPR of CVs for formulas by Martínez and Jin (2020) to hold and suggests the
determination of the speed limit and acceleration length when implementing VSL in CVs environment
to prevent capacity drop and improve the traffic flow.

3.2.1. Key parameters of VSL: speed Limit and optimal acceleration length.
This section presents the method obtained from the literature for determining the speed limit range
and optimal acceleration length specifically for a given speed limit in VSL. The speed limit range is
determined considering the fundamental diagram and road capacity before and after capacity drop
occurrence. For 100% MPR of CVs, the optimal acceleration length is calculated using the formulas
proposed by Martínez and Jin (2020), considering factors like the speed limit, bottleneck geometry, jam
density, and bounded acceleration rate for vehicles. For different MPR other than 100%, determining
the optimal acceleration for a specific speed limit is expected to be the outcome of this study.
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The speed limit range
The application of the speed limit serves the purpose of regulating traffic flow into a bottleneck by
adjusting the speed upstream of the bottleneck. See Fig. 3.4, by implementing a speed limit V SL, a
specific density kV SL can be achieved in the VSL zone, thereby the controlled inflow CV SL is achieved.
According to the law of conservation, the inflow into the bottleneck equals the outflow at the end of
the bottleneck when no vertex within the network creates or stores flows. To prevent congestion, the
maximal speed limit should be set to ensure that the inflow does not exceed the bottleneck capacity.
On the other hand, the minimum speed limit should be established to maintain the inflow above the
dropped capacity of the bottleneck to avoid even lower flows after control.

Figure 3.4: The speed limit range and associated flow rate

Assuming that the relationship between velocity and density described in the fundamental diagram is
not affected by any control strategy, the maximum speed limit V SLmax can be calculated by Eq. 3.8.

V SLmax =
vf

vfkj(τ2−τ1)+1 (3.8)

The minimum speed limit V SLmin can be calculated by Eq. 3.9.

V SLmin =
C3

kj(1−τ1C3)
(3.9)

Where C3 represents the converged queue discharge rate when the capacity drop occurs at the bottle-
neck. This value can be calculated numerically from formulas proposed by Jin (2018). To avoid using a
numerical solver, this value is obtained through simulations. In the case where no control management
is applied and the capacity drop is observed, the converged traffic flow at the end of the bottleneck is
the dropped capacity.
The controlled inflow CV SL when applying a speed limit V SL can be calculated by:

CV SL =
kjV SL

kjτ1V SL+1 =
(
τ1 +

1
kjV SL

)−1
(3.10)

Optimal acceleration length
In stationary traffic, where traffic flow remains constant over time, speed and density can vary spatially.
Two types of stationary states can be observed: bounded acceleration stationary states and equilibrium
stationary states, which can be either congested or uncongested. (Martínez and Jin, 2020) proposed
Theorem 1, that is, to avoid the capacity drop, the speed after vehicles exit the VSL zone should be
determined based on bounded acceleration rather than relying on equilibrium stationary states before
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returning to free flow speed. This constraint on the traffic state beyond the VSL zone can be translated
into a requirement for the speeds at the entrance and end of the bottleneck. Specifically, it is important
to ensure that the speed at the entrance to the bottleneck is at least equal to the imposed speed limit
(i.e., v∗(0)≥V SL) and that the speed at the end of the bottleneck is at least equal to the speed v2 in
Fig 3.5, which corresponds to the speed on the congested branch of the downstream fundamental
diagram and for the controlled traffic flow CV SL (i.e., v∗(x = L)≥v2) (Martínez and Jin, 2020). The
required distance between the end of the VSL zone and the end of the bottleneck to prevent capacity
drop is called critical length. Depending on the downstream congested speed, v2, and the bounded
acceleration model, the critical length may be longer than the minimal (optimal) acceleration length to
prevent capacity drop.

Figure 3.5: Illustration on the required speed at each location. The dashed-red speed profile is unfeasible, while dotted-green
is feasible but not optimal. Only when v∗(x = L) = v2, the control is implemented at the optimal application area, i.e. black

speed profile.(Martínez and Jin, 2018)

These constraints are formulated mathematically by Martínez and Jin (2020), assuming all vehicles
comply with the traffic control. Eq. 3.11 is based on Martínez and Jin (2018) for sag and tunnel bot-
tlenecks. For a given speed limit V SL, the end location of the VSL zone is −La and the acceleration
distance from the end of the VSL zone to the entrance of the bottleneck is defined as |La|. To ensure
that the mainline queue does not block other upstream on/off ramps, the shortest acceleration length
is preferred, namely the maximal value of −La.

maxLa La

s.t. v(x)∂v(x)∂x = Amax(x, v)
v (La) = V SL
v(L) ≥ v2 = V SL

kj VSL(τ1−τ2)+1

La ≤ 0

(3.11)

By solving these formulas, the obtained acceleration length can ensure maintain desired traffic condi-
tions and prevent capacity drop. By solving the formula, for lower speed limits the target speed v2 is
much lower and can be reached with a shorter distance. In contrast, for higher speed limits, the target
speed v2 increases and a longer distance is required, which is contrary to popular belief (Carlson et al.,
2010; Lu et al., 2011). From Theorem 1 justified in the work done by Martínez and Jin (2020), it can
be concluded that the minimum theoretical critical length is the zone where the time gap is increasing,
i.e. the bottleneck length. Since we assume all CVs obey VSL, these formulations can be used to
determine the optimal acceleration length for a specific speed limit when the MPR is 100%. However,
when the MPR of CVs is less than 100%, it needs to be verified whether the Eq. 3.11 is still applicable.
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3.2.2. Implementation and evaluation of VSL for CVs
To divide the vehicle platoon into CVs and NCVs, we utilize a randomized positioning mechanism while
adhering to the predetermined MPR of CVs. This allows for a more realistic and diverse distribution
of CVs within the platoon. After that, we develop strategies to implement VSL control for CVs, encom-
passing the adjustment and transmission of the driving instructions and the adaptation of the driving
behaviour of CVs in response. Once the road traffic modelling and the implementation of the VSL
system is completed, the design of scenarios and simulation tests are carried out. The method to de-
termine various parameters in each scenario is introduced. To assess the performance of the VSL,
we calculate the real-time traffic flow at the end of the bottleneck (i.e., the queue discharge rate) and
compare the travel time in different scenarios. To achieve the result of preventing capacity drop in sim-
ulations, we devised approaches for adjusting the VSL parameters iteratively based on the simulation
results.

Vehicle classification
Traffic in different scenarios contains different MPR of CVs. To achieve this, a percentage of vehicles,
namely the MPR of the CVs, is randomly chosen from all real vehicles to act as CVs in the simulation.
After the identification of CVs, both the CVs and NCVs are discretized using the same unit, creating
corresponding virtual vehicles. Importantly, this discretization does not change their properties, i.e., the
discretization of a CV is CVs and the discretization of an NCV is NCVs, see Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Visualization of discrete traffic with 33.3% MPR of CVs

Implementation of VSL and its impacts on traffic
Once the bottleneck traffic environment with a mixture of CVs and NCVs is established, the next step
is to implement VSL, see Fig.3.7. VSL is activated when there is high demand upstream of the bottle-
neck (higher than the bottleneck capacity) detected by traffic monitoring devices. Then, the appropriate
speed limit and corresponding optimal acceleration length are determined by the method which will be
explained in the next section. The speed limit information is transmitted as the speed command to the
CVs located at specific positions upstream of the bottleneck. When these CVs enter the VSL zone,
their speed is assumed to immediately drop to the speed limit, without considering any deceleration
time. Meanwhile, these CVs are provided with information about the optimal acceleration length, guid-
ing them to start accelerating at the right location. The dashed line in Fig.3.7 means the location of the
acceleration zone is not fixed for different scenarios. Implementing VSL can prevent congestion within
a bottleneck but lead to new congestion in the VSL zone. However, due to the higher queue discharge
rate in the VSL zone compared to the bottleneck, overall traffic flow is expected to improve. NCVs are
not directly controlled by VSL. They adapt their driving behaviour based on the car-following behaviour
described by Eq. 3.6.
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Figure 3.7: Visualization of VSL control system

The choice of appropriate VSL parameters enables effective prevention of capacity drop in both cases
where the leading vehicle is a CV or an NCV. When the leading vehicle is a CV, it is controlled by VSL
and a smooth flow without congestion is achieved. On the other hand, if the lead vehicle is an NCV,
during periods of high demand, congestion will be caused by the platoon from the leading vehicle to
the first CV (excluding the CV itself) within the bottleneck. However, this congestion will be resolved
shortly due to the gap created by the speed limit imposed on the first CV.

Determination of VSL parameters considering MPR of CVs
To prevent capacity drop while maximising the throughput at sag/tunnel bottlenecks, this section ex-
plains the method to determine the appropriate speed limit and corresponding optimal acceleration
length of VSL for scenarios with different MPR of CVs.
A higher speed limit means higher outflows at the end of the bottleneck when no congestion occurs.
Therefore, we try to find the maximum speed limit that can prevent the capacity drop in the case where
the MPR of CVs and acceleration length are predetermined. To realize this, an iterative approach is
employed. At first, the maximum speed limit V SLmax is tested, and if it results in capacity drop, the
minimum speed limit V SLmin is tested. If capacity drop still occurs, it is concluded that VSL is not
feasible to prevent capacity drop in that particular case. If the capacity drop is prevented, a dichotomy
method is used to narrow down the effective speed limit interval. By continuously observing the simu-
lation results and reducing the effective speed limit interval until the length of the interval is less than
0.05km/h, a maximum speed limit that can prevent capacity drop is eventually found.
For a specific speed limit, the optimum acceleration length can be directly calculated using Eq. 3.11 in
the case of 100% MPR. However, in the case of lower MPR, the same parameters of VSL may not pre-
vent the capacity drop. According to the findings from Martínez and Jin (2020), the speed of vehicles
exiting the controlled area should be determined based on the bounded acceleration state to prevent
capacity drop. Therefore, we proactively adapt the acceleration length to ensure that vehicles drive
in the bounded acceleration state. A method which is similar to the one used to determine the speed
limit is employed to gradually reduce the interval of feasible acceleration length that prevents capacity
drop. When this interval becomes less than 50m, it is regarded that the optimal acceleration length that
prevents capacity drop has been identified.

Evaluation of VSL control performance
The traffic flow rate at the end of the bottleneck serves as an indicator to assess the traffic conditions and
the effectiveness of the VSL. To evaluate the real-time flow rate, we assume there are traffic monitoring
devices equipped at the end of the bottleneck, recording the passing time for individual vehicles. This
study does not account for potential measurement errors that may arise from traffic monitoring systems.
By analyzing the temporal spacing between consecutive real vehicle passages, we can calculate the
real-time traffic flow rate qt(n,L),L, which is derived by taking the reciprocal of the time headway between
successive vehicle passages:

qL,T (n) = 3600/(T (n− 1)− T (n)) (3.12)
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Where T (n) refers to the time when the nth real vehicle passes the end of bottleneck. In the simulation
where time is discretized, the positions of vehicles are also discretized. The method utilized to deter-
mine the T (L) is identifying the adjacent positions of the bottleneck end and then using the interpolation
to determine an approximation value of T (L). By normalizing the queue discharge flow rate qL,T (n) with
the bottleneck capacity C2, we obtain the road capacity utilization.
Furthermore, we analyze the influence of VSL on travel time, which directly reflects the effectiveness of
VSL control. By comparing vehicle travel times in the base case without control to the controlled case
where the capacity drop is prevented, we assess the impact on both individual vehicle travel times
and average travel times. To capture the overall influence of VSL, travel times are measured for the
entire road section. It is ensured that the measured vehicles start at free-flowing speeds and return to
free-flowing speeds.

3.3. Simulation scenarios
The research comprises five scenarios aimed at quantifying the relationship between the MPR of CVs,
the speed limit, and the optimal acceleration length. Each scenario involves many cases. The underly-
ing principle of designing scenarios for simulations is to fix two variables and adjust the third variable
according to the simulation results.
Scenario 1 is used to evaluate the bottleneck capacity and observe the capacity drop phenomenon.
Two base cases are conducted without any control measures: the first case is simulated with low de-
mand (D1), while the second case uses high demand (D2). These cases also serve as a baseline for
analyzing the effectiveness of the VSL control. Scenario 2 is used to test the validity of the theorems
and formulas proposed by Martínez and Jin (2020) in the presence of varying MPR of CVs. These the-
orems and formulas, specifically Eq. 3.11, calculate the optimal acceleration length required to prevent
capacity drop for each speed limit. In scenario 2, the VSL control is implemented using the maximum
speed limit (V SLmax) and the corresponding optimal acceleration length calculated by the proposed
formulas. The objective is to identify the minimum MPR of CVs necessary to effectively prevent ca-
pacity drop when applying the VSL control. Various cases are examined, each representing different
MPR levels of CVs, ranging from 100% to 0%. Scenario 3 establishes the critical acceleration length
needed for cases where the MPR of CVs falls below the threshold determined in Scenario 2. In sce-
nario 3, the cases conducted have MPRs of CVs lower than the minimum MPR identified in scenario 2.
The acceleration length for each case is increased and tested in simulations to identify the minimum
acceleration length necessary for preventing capacity drop. In scenario 4, the aim is to determine the
maximum speed limit that can effectively prevent capacity drop for cases with different MPR of CVs in
the absence of an acceleration zone. The acceleration length (|La|) is held constant at 0m. By varying
the speed limit in each case and observing the simulation results, scenario 4 seeks to identify the upper
limit of the speed limit range that can prevent capacity drop. Building on the simulation results obtained
from scenarios 3 and 4, scenario 5 focuses on determining the optimal acceleration length for different
speed limits in cases with varying MPR of CVs. The MPR levels considered in this scenario are 100%,
75%, 50%, and 25%. The objective of scenario 5 is to identify the ideal combination of acceleration
length and speed limit that prevent capacity drop while taking into account the specific MPR of CVs.
These scenarios provide a comprehensive understanding of the impact of MPR of CVs on the speed
limit and acceleration length of VSL in capacity drop prevention and traffic flow optimization. The
overview of scenarios simulated in this research is listed in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Summary of simulation scenarios

Scenario Purpose
1 Two base cases without any VSL control: one with low demand and the other with high demand
2 Determine the minimum MPR of CVs for which the conclusions by Martínez and Jin (2020) holds
3 Determine the optimal acceleration length for cases where the MPR of CVs falls below the threshold
4 Determine the maximal speed limit for different MPR of CVs without acceleration length
5 Determine the optimal combination of the speed limit and acceleration length for 100%, 75%, 50%, and 25% MPR of CVs

3.4. Simulation uncertainties
In the section, several sources of uncertainties which affect simulation results are discussed. They
arise from assumptions, traffic models, the VSL control strategy, and simulation methodologies. These
uncertainties can impact the simulation results in different ways. Some of these uncertainties can be
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quantified or mitigated, while others are inherent and cannot be precisely quantified. Numeric errors,
stemming from time and vehicle discretization, are one source of uncertainty that can be managed
through converged analysis. On the other hand, the random order of CVs within platoons introduces
variability in traffic dynamics evolution. Considering the computational effort, five repeated simulations
are required to account for this uncertainty.
The continuum car-following model used in this study discretizes time and vehicles to create a con-
tinuum traffic flow. To mitigate the influence of numerical errors, a convergence analysis is required.
This analysis aims to determine the maximum discretization unit that can be used while maintaining
consistent simulation results in the same scenario. The convergence analysis will be presented in Sec-
tion 5.1. To consider the effects of all simulation parts which may introduce numerical errors through
discretization, it is important to perform the convergence analysis after completing the VSL implemen-
tation in the traffic flow models in sag/tunnel bottlenecks. Since the order of CVs in the traffic can also
affect the experimental results, an assumption of 100% MPR is made for the scenario used to conduct
convergence analysis to avoid interference from different CV orders.
As mentioned above, time is divided into discrete time steps in the simulation, and as a result, the
position of vehicles on the road is also discretized into separate points. It is not possible to directly
obtain the time at which vehicles pass the end of the bottleneck. However, to monitor traffic changes
and visualize the capacity drop, it is crucial to track real-time traffic flow at the end of the bottleneck. To
address this challenge, we employ the interpolation technique. By determining the time when a vehicle
passes two adjacent positions, one on the left and one on the right of the end of the bottleneck, we can
estimate the approximate moment when the vehicle passes through the end of the bottleneck. This is
a linear approximation, and it can also induce numerical errors, which are minimized by reducing ∆t.
When considering a specific value of MPR, random positioning of CVs within the vehicle platoon af-
fects the reliability of capacity drop prevention. To be specific, different simulation runs conducted
for the same scenario may yield contrasting results. Some runs successfully prevent capacity drop,
while others may not. To guarantee the robustness of the prevention of capacity drop by VSL with the
predetermined parameters, it’s necessary to conduct repeated simulations. Five repeated simulation
runs are conducted for each scenario while maintaining consistent values for all parameters. Conclu-
sions regarding the feasibility of parameter values are drawn only if the prevention of capacity drops
is successful in all simulation runs. During our analysis, it is observed that the timing of the flow drop
varies across different simulation runs when capacity drops occur. To gain a better understanding of
these divergent outcomes, a comparative analysis of the simulation results from each run is performed.
The objective is to gain insights into the complex dynamics of capacity drops and further improve the
understanding of their underlying causes.

3.5. Summary of assumptions
It is important to acknowledge that any modelling or simulation work involves making certain assump-
tions to simplify the problem and make it more tractable. Assumptions for each research step in this
research have been mentioned previously. Here, an overview of the main assumptions made is pro-
vided.

1. The continuum car-following model with bounded acceleration

I Sag/tunnel bottleneck model
i. A linear increase of the time gap within bottleneck, see Eq. 3.1
ii. An inhomogeneous triangular fundamental diagram, see Eq. 3.2

II TWOPAS BA model: bounded acceleration rate, see Eq.3.4
III Car-following model

i. Newell’s simplified car-following model
ii. Constant vehicle acceleration rate within a simulation time step

2. VSL control strategy

I The inflow into the network will not be affected by any control strategies
II The relationship in the fundamental diagram will not be affected by any control strategies
CVs 100% comply with the instructions from VSL
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III Traffic monitoring systems capture the driving behaviour of individual vehicles
IV The speed of the CV is reduced to the speed limit immediately after entering the VSL zone,

3. Initial conditions

I Constant headway in the initialization
II The starting position of the lead vehicle
III The network is initially empty

4. Boundary conditions: constant demand over the simulation time



4
Simulation results

This section presents an overview of the simulation design and results. The parameters of the con-
tinuum car-following model obtain from Jin (2018) are listed. Two demand levels are introduced to
observe the capacity drop phenomenon. The section also introduces the initialization of the simulation.
Furthermore, the research describes five simulation scenarios aimed at quantifying the relationship
between the MPR of CVs, speed limits, and optimal acceleration lengths.

4.1. Simulation setup
The parameters of the continuum car-following model requires calibration. These parameters include
the length of the bottleneck denoted as L, the time gaps at the entrance and end of the bottleneck
represented by τ1 and τ2 respectively, the free-flow speed denoted as vf , the jam density expressed as
kj , the maximum acceleration rate on a level road denoted as a0, and the decimal grade ϕ(x), which
reflects the gradient of the bottleneck. The values of calibrated parameters used in this thesis are
obtained from Jin (2018). But Φ(x) is set to 0, which indicates a level tunnel is considered. The source
of empirical data for calibration done in the work of Jin (2018) is collected at the Kobotonoke tunnel
bottleneck in Japan (Koshi et al., 1992). Moreover, the capacity of both the normal road C1 and the
bottleneck end C2 can be calculated using Eq. 3.3.
To simulate the traffic flow, two demand levels are introduced: D1 andD2, representing constant inflows
into the road network. D1 is set slightly below the bottleneck capacity. D2 exceeds the bottleneck
capacity (C2), enabling the observation of the capacity drop phenomenon and its characteristics. The
simulation involves a total of nv real vehicles and the simulation time is set to tf . The duration of the
simulation ensures that the bottleneck reaches a final stationary flow rate in all cases. Furthermore, the
length of the VSL zone, denoted as LV SL, allows sufficient space for all vehicles to adjust their driving
behaviours to drive at the imposed speed limit with the headway corresponding to the relationship of
speed and headway depicted in the congested branch of the fundamental diagram.
In the initialization of the simulation, we assume that vehicles within the platoon are spread out with the
same spacing. The initial distance between two imaginary vehicles denoted as h, is determined by the
following equation:

h = (vfdn)/D (4.1)

Due to the asymptotic shape of the TWOPAS model, when 100%MPR of CVs and maximal speed limit
V SLmax is applied, the optimal acceleration length |La| obtained from Eq. 3.11 tends towards infinity.
Thus, the maximum speed limit from Eq. 3.8 is slightly rounded down to the first decimal to avoid the
non-meaningful result. By substituting the values of parameters into Eq. 3.8, a maximum speed limit
of 27.5km/h can be calculated.

25
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Table 4.1: Parameters of the simulation (Koshi et al., 1992)

Parameter Value Unit
Free-flow speed, vf 80 km/h

Jam density, kj 140 veh/km

Maximum acceleration rate on a level road, a0 0.407 veh/s2

Decimal grade at x, ϕ(x) 0 —
Bottleneck length, L 1.5 km

Time gap upstream to the bottleneck, τ1 1.5 s

Highest time gap inside the bottleneck, τ2 2.1 s

Capacity of the start of tunnel, C1 2000 veh/h

Capacity of the end of tunnel, C2 1500 veh/h

Low Demand, D1 1480 veh/h

High Demand, D2 1725 veh/h

The number of simulated real vehicles, nv 450/600 veh

The simulated time, tf 1200 s

The length of VSL zone, LV SL 100 m

4.2. Convergence analysis of discretizations
As mentioned in Section 3.4.1, the discretization method employed for simulating the driving behaviour
of imaginary vehicles at each time step will introduce numerical errors. To ensure the reliability of the
simulation results, a convergence analysis is performed to identify the maximum discretization units
for achieving consistent outcomes in the same scenario. The discretization of vehicles (∆n) and time
(∆t) must adhere to the collision-free condition outlined in Eq. 3.7. Consequently, rather than directly
modifying the values of ∆n and ∆t, the values of ∆n and the ratio ∆t

∆n
are adjusted across different

simulation runs for the convergence analysis.
The convergence analysis focuses on a specific case with 100% in scenario 2. In this scenario, VSL
control is applied to the traffic with 100% MPR of CVs, utilizing a maximum speed limit of V SLmax

and an optimal acceleration length of |La|, which is calculated using Eq. 3.11 and results in 1140m.
The flow rate at the end of the bottleneck is selected as an indicator to assess the simulation results.
The flow rates for each simulation run are calculated using Eq. 3.12 and recorded in Table 4.2. By
comparing the flow rates obtained from each simulation run, the maximum discretization units at which
the simulations result in a constant flow rate are identified.

Table 4.2: Flow rate [veh/h] and corresponding discretization in the numerical example

∆t
∆n

∆n = 1 ∆n = 0.5 ∆n = 0.25 ∆n = 0.1 ∆n = 0.02

1.5 1390.5 1384.3 1381.5 1379.5 1378.4
1 1383.5 1386.5 1382.5 1379.8 1378.5
0.5 1397.9 1388.3 1383.3 1380.3 1378.5
0.25 1401.2 1389.2 1383.8 1380.4 1378.5
0.05 1478.8 1479.4 1478.8 1478.2 1478.2
0.02 1478.6 1478.3 1478.9 1478.2 1478.2

The simulation results demonstrate that different discretization units lead to varying inflow to the bot-
tleneck in different simulation runs for the same scenario. While the capacity drop is expected to be
prevented in this scenario, the flow rate theoretically from the speed limit and the predetermined funda-
mental diagram (see Eq. 3.2) is 1478.2veh/h. When ∆t

∆n
≥ 0.05, the capacity drop can not be prevented

and the resulting flow doesn’t match the theoretical value. While the ratio ∆t

∆n
is equal to or less than

0.05, the flow converges to a consistent value of 1478.2veh/h for different simulation runs, indicating
successful prevention of capacity drop through VSL control as anticipated. On the other hand, a small
value of ∆n must be ensured to create a continuum traffic flow. To ensure a continuum traffic flow and
minimize numerical errors while optimizing computational efficiency, a discretization value of ∆n = 0.1
and a ratio of ∆t

∆n
= 0.05 are selected for all simulations in this research. Using these discretised units

and the parameters listed in Table 4.1, the average time required to run a 20mins simulation, using
a Windows 10 laptop with a processor of 11th Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 − 11800H@2.30GHz and the
memory of 32.0GB, is about 2 hours.
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4.3. Scenario 1: two base cases without control
In scenario 1, two base cases are examined to understand the behaviour of uncontrolled traffic in the
tunnel bottleneck. These cases represent two distinct traffic scenarios: non-congested and congested,
which depend on the traffic demand. In case 1, the demand (referred to as D1) is slightly below the
capacity of the bottleneck. This results in smooth traffic flow without congestion. In case 2, the demand
(referred to as D2) is higher than the bottleneck capacity but lower than the normal road capacity. This
leads to congestion within the bottleneck, causing a capacity drop phenomenon at the end of the bot-
tleneck. The congestion then propagates upstream, affecting the upstream traffic. These base cases
are crucial for evaluating the bottleneck capacity and serve as reference scenarios to assess the effec-
tiveness of VSL control when it is implemented to mitigate congestion and prevent capacity drop.
The simulation results obtained in this study provide a representation of real vehicle movements, includ-
ing detailed information about vehicle trajectories, speed profiles and the evolution of the normalized
traffic flow rate at the end of the bottleneck. The analysis focuses on analyzing and comparing the driv-
ing behaviour within the bottleneck in two base cases, aiming to gain an understanding of the distinct
traffic dynamics that emerge. In case 2, the occurrence of the capacity drop phenomenon is observed.
The characteristics of the capacity drop, such as the duration of the transition period and the capacity
drop ratio, are directly visualized in the evolution of the normalized traffic flow rate at the end of the
bottleneck. The dropped bottleneck capacity after congestion is obtained and then utilized in the cal-
culation of the lower bound of the speed limit range of VSL using Eq.3.9.

4.3.1. Case 1: no capacity drop with a low demand
The simulation results for case 1 are shown in Fig. 4.1. The black line in Fig. 4.1(a) indicates the
bottleneck location.

(a) Vehicle trajectories of real vehicles (b) Speed profile of real vehicles (c) Evolution of traffic flow rate at x=L

Figure 4.1: Numerical example for base case 1 with a low demand

Fig. 4.1 depicts the stationary traffic condition without congestion. In this situation, vehicles travel at
their free-flow speed for the whole road section. The outflow rate at the end of the bottleneck matches
the inflow rate into the network, namely the demand D1.

4.3.2. Case 2: capacity drop with a high demand
The simulation results for case 2 with high demand D2 are shown in Fig. 4.2.
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(a) Vehicle trajectories of real vehicles (b) Speed profile of real vehicles (c) Evolution of queue discharge flow rate
at x=L

Figure 4.2: Numerical example for base case 2 with a high demand

It can be seen in Fig. 4.2(a)(b), vehicles experience a sudden drop in speed within the bottleneck.
The road capacity in the bottleneck decreases linearly. As vehicles approach the bottleneck with high
inflow, they reach a critical point where the capacity becomes lower than the inflow rate. At this point,
vehicles experience an abrupt transition from the free-flow speed to the congested branch of the fun-
damental diagram, assuming no deceleration time. This speed change initiates in the second vehicle
of the platoon and propagates to the upstream vehicles, one by one. This adaptation in driving be-
haviour corresponds to the onset and propagation of congestion, as indicated by the yellow line in
Fig. 4.2(a). Subsequently, vehicles gradually accelerate from the front of the congested queue, but
their acceleration rate is constrained by the bottleneck, resulting in a lower acceleration rate than the
bounded acceleration rate. This equilibrium congested acceleration state continues until vehicles exit
the bottleneck. Once outside the bottleneck, vehicles can accelerate at the bounded acceleration rate,
eventually returning to the free-flow speed. Overall this entire process involves the transition from a
free-flow stationary state to a congested stationary state, followed by a non-equilibrium bounded accel-
eration stationary state, before finally returning to the free-flow stationary state.
The speed profiles are plotted in Fig. 4.2(b), showing a convergence towards a stationary acceleration
profile which is depicted by the red line. This observation is consistent with the results obtained from
a calibrated first-order model and empirical data (Martínez and Jin, 2020). By comparing the evolution
of the normalized flow rate at the end of the bottleneck in Fig. 4.1(c) and Fig. 4.2(c), the capacity drop
is observed. The transition period from the start of congestion to the capacity drop stationary state
is about 16mins. The dropped bottleneck capacity after congestion C3 is 1380veh/h. This value ob-
tained in the simulation is consistent with empirical data (Koshi et al., 1992; Wada et al., 2020). Using
this value, the minimum speed limit calculated by Eq.3.9 is 23.2km/h. Consequently, the range of the
speed limit of VSL is from a minimum of 23.2km/h to a maximum of 27.5km/h.

4.4. Scenario 2: determining the minimum MPR to have the high-
est flow

In scenario 2, the VSL control is applied with a fixed speed limit of 27.5km/h for all cases. The accel-
eration length from the end of the VSL zone to the bottleneck entrance is fixed to the value calculated
using Eq.3.11, which is 1140m. The MPR of CVs varies for different cases. Initially, a simulation is
conducted with 100% MPR of CVs, aiming to prevent the capacity drop as suggested by Martínez and
Jin (2020). The control performance of the VSL is evaluated based on the simulation results from this
case. Subsequently, simulations are performed with 50%, 75%, 85%, and 95% MPR of CVs in se-
quence. However, in all these cases, the capacity drop phenomenon still occurs, as indicated in the
results presented in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Summary of simulation results from scenario 2

Case 1 2 3 4 5
MPR 100% 95% 85% 75% 50%

Speed limit (km/h) 27.5
Optimal acceleration length from 3.11 (m) 1140

Flow rate at the bottleneck (veh/h) 1478.2 1380.6 1380.5 1380.6 1380.4
Prevention capacity drop or not Yes No No No No
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These simulations provide insights into the requirements for successful implementation of the VSL con-
trol strategy proposed byMartínez and Jin (2020) under different MPR of CVs conditions. It is concluded
that based on research assumptions, achieving 100% MPR of CVs is necessary to effectively prevent
the capacity drop in the tunnel bottleneck when using calculation formulas proposed by Martínez and
Jin (2020) for deriving the acceleration length in VSL control.

4.4.1. Case 1: capacity drop prevention with 100% MPR of CVs
The simulation results for the case with 100%MPR of CVs are shown in Fig. 4.3. The green lines
indicate the location of the VSL zone in this scenario, which is from −1240m to −1140m.

(a) Vehicle trajectories of real vehicles (b) Speed profile of real vehicles (c) Comparison of traffic flow rate at x=L

Figure 4.3: Numerical example for case 1 with 100% MPR

In this case, all vehicles are CVs, and the VSL is applied. The speed of the leading vehicle is con-
strained within the VSL zone, even though it will not be stuck in congestion. The driving behaviour of
the following vehicles is influenced by both the VSL and the driving behaviour of the preceding vehicles.
The VSL control is assumed to be activated immediately at the beginning of the simulation when the
demand input is D2, which exceeds the bottleneck capacity. As vehicles enter the VSL zone, their
speed is reduced to the predetermined speed limit of 27.5km/h without deceleration time. The flow
within the VSL zone is then regulated to match the flow on the congested branch of the normal road
fundamental diagram associated with the defined VSL speed. This flow is slightly below the bottleneck
capacity. Vehicles within the VSL zone experience congestion, which gradually propagates upstream
of the VSL zone along the red line as shown in Fig 4.3(a).
Once vehicles pass through the VSL zone, they accelerate one by one at a bounded acceleration
rate until reaching the free-flow speed. The traffic becomes stable as the speed and the spacing be-
tween vehicles increase simultaneously. The speed profiles of all vehicles, depicted in Fig.4.3(b), show
overlapping acceleration profiles. No congestion occurs within the bottleneck. The outflow from the
bottleneck matches the inflow into the bottleneck, which is also the outflow from the VSL zone. This
outflow rate is higher than the observed dropped capacity C3 in base case 2. As a result, the capacity
drop at the end of the bottleneck is effectively prevented.

The improvement of travel time
In section 4.3.2, it is observed that when congestion occurs, the acceleration profiles of vehicles gradu-
ally converge, resulting in a stationary queue discharge rate at the end of the bottleneck. The transition
period for reaching the capacity drop stationary state is 16mins. The impact of VSL on vehicle travel
times compared to the uncontrolled scenario is assessed by analyzing and comparing travel times
across three cases: base cases 1 and 2 in scenario 1 without VSL, and case 1 in scenario 2 with VSL
applied to 100% MPR of CVs. The analysis considers both the travel times of individual real vehicles
that reached the end of the bottleneck before and after the transition period and the average travel
times of all simulated vehicles across the different cases.
The road section for evaluating travel time spans from −3000m to 5000m, which is indicated as the grey
line in Fig 4.4. In all cases, vehicles start with the free-flow speed and eventually return to the free-flow
speed after undergoing a series of speed changes when driving along this road section. It is important
to note that as the speed approaches the free-flow speed, the bounded acceleration rate determined
by the TWOPAS model becomes infinitely small. To prevent the selected road section from becoming
excessively long, we consider the speed to have returned to the free-flow speed when it reaches 98.5%
of the free-flow speed. Fig 4.4 provides a graphical representation of the speed profiles for the 400th
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vehicle in base case 2 and case 1 in scenario 2. This visualization illustrates the dynamics of speed
changes during the capacity drop phenomenon and its mitigation through the implementation of VSL
control. It can be observed, for the 400th vehicle, in the congestion case (base case 2), the dropped
speed after congestion is lower than the speed limit applied in the VSL control case.

Figure 4.4: Comparison of speed profiles of the 400th vehicle

The travel times for individual vehicles and average travel time for all simulated vehicles in three cases
are presented in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Travel time comparison in three cases

Vehicle number Arrive time at the bottleneck end T (n)
Travel time, (s) ImprovementWithout VSL VSL

Low demand High demand High demand Difference Percentage
(compare to the travel time in base case 2)

100th

Within the transition period

360

419.5 440 -20.5 -5%
200th 470.6 475.0 -4.4 -0.9%
250th 495.8 492.4 3.4 0.6%
300th After the transition period 521.0 509.7 11.3 2%
400th 586.0 545.0 41 7%

Average of all 450 vehicles / 483.4 484.5 -1.1 -0.2%
Average of all 600 vehicles / 521.2 502.3 20 4%

The improvement in travel time highlights the beneficial effect of VSL implementation on vehicles pass-
ing the selected road section. Vehicles located at the front of the platoon (e.g., the 100th and 200th

vehicles) experience longer travel times when VSL is applied. These unexpected situations can be
explained that the speed which is corresponding to the congested branch of the fundamental diagram
is higher than the maximal speed limit of VSL. On the other hand, vehicles located at the back of the
queue (e.g., the 250th, 300th, and 400th vehicles) benefit from the VSL implementation, as the speed
limit set by VSL is higher than their speeds after congestion. Furthermore, the implementation of VSL
allows vehicles to accelerate at the bounded acceleration rate after exiting the VSL zone, which is
higher than the acceleration rate experienced during the congestion stationary state, as depicted in
Fig 4.4. The advantages of VSL in reducing travel time are more pronounced for vehicles positioned
further back in the queue. For instance, the ratio of travel time reduction for the 400th vehicle is higher
than that for the 300th vehicle.
To ensure overall improved traffic conditions in terms of average travel time, it is recommended to ap-
ply VSL when the number of vehicles within the network exceeds a specific threshold or when high
demand persists over a significant period in real-world scenarios. Otherwise, vehicles may experience
an average longer travel time compared to the uncontrolled scenario. The simulation results provide
evidence of the impact of VSL in different scenarios. In the case where there are 450 vehicles, the
implementation of VSL results in increased average travel time. However, when the total number of
vehicles entering the network increases to 600, applying VSL leads to a reduction in average travel
time.
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4.4.2. Case 2: capacity drop with 95% MPR of CVs
The effectiveness of the VSL strategy proposed by Martínez and Jin (2020) in preventing the capacity
drop is tested with different MPR values of CVs, including 50%, 75%, 85%, and 95%. However, it is
unexpected that even with a 95% MPR of CVs, the capacity drop could not be prevented, as depicted
in the corresponding Fig. 4.5.

(a) Vehicle trajectories of real vehicles (b) Speed profile of real vehicles (c) Evolution of queue discharge flow rate
at x=L

Figure 4.5: Numerical example for case 2 with 95% MPR. In (a), the blue line shows the trajectories of all NCVs, the pink line
represents the trajectory of the first vehicle that encounters a slowdown caused by congestion, and the yellow line shows the

shock wave.

In Fig 4.5(a), the blue line represents the trajectory of all NCVs, while the pink line represents the
trajectory of the first vehicle that experiences a significant slowdown due to congestion. The moment
when this vehicle reaches the end of the bottleneck marks the beginning of the descent in the curve
shown in Fig 4.5(c). In this case, the 21st vehicle is the first NCV, while the 27th vehicle is the first
vehicle with a significantly reduced speed. Only one blue trajectory lies ahead of the pink trajectory,
indicating that congestion immediately occurs at the first NCV, and it rapidly intensifies after propagating
backwards. By propagating through six vehicles, a reduction in the normalised traffic flow rate at the
end of the bottleneck becomes visible.
When a platoon consists of both CVs and NCVs, only CVs are subject to the speed limit within the VSL
zone. As the CV before the first NCV exit the VSL zone and starts acceleration, the NCV following
also accelerates, even if it is still within the VSL zone. This results in insufficient spacing between
this NCV and the CV ahead of it. Thus, after arriving somewhere within the bottleneck, the speed
of this NCV is determined by the congested stationary state instead of the bounded acceleration state.
Therefore, the capacity drop can not be prevented (Martínez and Jin, 2020). The congestion intensifies
as it propagates upstream, eventually causing an obvious capacity drop phenomenon at the end of the
bottleneck.

Figure 4.6: Speed profiles of 1st,16th,21th,27th,30th,40th real vehicle
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In Fig 4.6, the speed profiles of vehicles before the 21th vehicle show a smooth increase at the bounded
acceleration rate after the VSL zone. The small drops of the 16th can be attributed to numerical errors.
However, for vehicles after the 21th vehicle, there is an abrupt decrease in speed within the bottleneck,
indicating the transition from the bounded acceleration state to the congested state.

4.5. Scenario 3: the influence of MPR of CVs on the optimal accel-
eration length

In scenario 2, it has been observed that when the MPR of CVs is below 100%, applying VSL with
the parameters determined by Martínez and Jin (2020) does not effectively prevent the capacity drop
phenomenon. To further investigate the impact of the acceleration length on capacity drop prevention,
scenario 3 is designed. In this scenario, the speed limit of VSL remains the maximum speed limit
V SLmax, but the acceleration length is no longer fixed. The cases in scenario 3 involve different MPR
values of CVs ranging from 100% to 0%. For each case, simulations are conducted with various accel-
eration lengths to find the minimum feasible acceleration length that effectively prevents the capacity
drop phenomenon for that particular MPR value. To prevent impractical acceleration and the potential
disruption to the ramp traffic, an upper bound of 2500m is set for the acceleration length. This constraint
for the maximal allowable acceleration length may vary depending on the prevailing traffic conditions
and the characteristics of the road environment. Simulation results are obtained and rounded up, which
are summarized in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Summary of simulation results for scenario 3

Case 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 9
MPR 100% 95% 85% 75% 65% 55% 50% 25% 0% (Base case)

Speed limit (km/h) 27.5
Required acceleration length from simulations (m) 1140 1260 1370 1500 1700 1920 2485 / /

Flow rate at the bottleneck (veh/h) 1478.2
Prevention capacity drop or not Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

The study concludes that increasing the acceleration length is an effective approach to prevent the
capacity drop phenomenon when applying the maximum speed limit, particularly for MPR of CVs lower
than 100% but greater than 50%. The results indicate that when the speed limits are the same, pla-
toons with lower MPR values of CVs require a longer acceleration length compared to platoons with
higher MPR values. This longer acceleration length is necessary to ensure that all vehicles within the
bottleneck can accelerate at a bounded acceleration rate. However, it is important to note that increas-
ing the acceleration length may not always be feasible. For MPR values lower than 50%, the feasible
acceleration length may either exceed the practical limit of 2500m or may not exist at all. Therefore,
alternative strategies may be required to effectively prevent the capacity drop phenomenon in such
cases.
Various fitting methods are utilized and compared to find the best fit for the simulation results in sce-
nario 3 and to align the curve pattern with the expected trend. Specifically, the exponential function
of degree 2 and the polynomial function of degree 4 are considered. They both successfully captured
the anticipated trend where the optimal acceleration length decreases as the MPR increases. Also,
when evaluating the goodness of fit, both simulation methods exhibit a higher R-squared value. The
exponential fitting outperformed the polynomial function as it involves fewer variable degrees. On the
other hand, fitting the curve with the sine function resulted in a high R-squared value, but the pattern
of variation indicated by the fitted curve could not be confirmed by the data or explained theoretically.
As a result, the exponential function of degree 2 is chosen as the preferred fitting method for scenario
3. The fitting curves using different fitting methods are displayed in Fig 4.7.
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(a) The fitting using exponential function with two degrees (b) The fitting using the polynomial function with four
degrees

Figure 4.7: Comparison of fitting methods for optimal acceleration length for different MPR of CVs with the maximal speed limit

The selected fitting with the exponential function of degree 2 results in a high-quality fit with an R-square
value of 0.9937.

4.6. Scenario 4: the influence of MPR of CVs on the speed limit
In this scenario, we assume there is no acceleration zone between the VSL zone and the bottleneck. To
achieve the objective of utilizing CVs to enhance the bottleneck throughput, this scenario is designed to
identify the maximal speed limit to ensure that the capacity drop can be effectively prevented, without
the acceleration zone. Simulations are conducted for cases with different MPR of CVs. The results are
listed in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6: Summary of simulation results for scenario 4

Case 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
MPR 100% 95% 85% 75% 65% 50% 35% 25% 20% 0% (Base case)

Maximal speed limit to prevent capacity drop (km/h) 26.74 26.71 26.68 26.65 26.62 26.59 26.51 25.70 24.83 /
Flow rate at the bottleneck (veh/h) 1478.2 1463.3 1459.5 1460.4 1459.8 1458.4 1457.6 1448.7 1419.8 1380.6
Prevention capacity drop or not Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

The analysis reveals that when the acceleration length is set to 0m, there is no significant difference
in the maximal speed limit to prevent capacity drop for cases with MPR of CVs above 50%. This
implies that without the acceleration zone, the potential advantages of a high MPR of CVs cannot be
fully realized. However, when the MPR of CVs falls below 50%, the maximum speed limit to prevent
capacity drop decreases as the MPR decreases. At 20% MPR of CVs, the maximum feasible speed
limit approaches the lower bound of the speed limit range.
The fitting for simulation results in scenario 4 is shown in Fig.4.8. The determination of the fitting method
is the same as the method described in section 5.3.1.
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Figure 4.8: Exponential fitting: maximal speed limit to prevent capacity drop for different MPR of CVs without acceleration
length

Fig. 4.8 is fitted using an exponential function with two degrees. The R-square value of 0.9958.

4.7. Scenario 5: the relationship among the speed limit, the accel-
eration length and MPR of CVs

The simulation results from scenarios 3 and 4 highlight that adjusting the speed limit or acceleration
length independently is not sufficient to prevent the capacity drop when considering different MPR val-
ues for CVs. When the MPR falls below 50%, solely increasing the acceleration length does not enable
VSL with the maximum speed limit (V SLmax) to effectively prevent the capacity drop. Similarly, chang-
ing the speed limit alone does not fully capitalize on the advantages of a high MPR for CVs.
To address these limitations, several values of speed limits within the predetermined range are tested
for cases with MPR values of 100%, 75%, 50%, and 25%, respectively. Based on the conclusions
drawn from scenario 3 regarding the maximal speed limit capable of preventing the capacity drop with
an acceleration length of 0m, multiple points within the range between this value and the maximum
speed limit (V SLmax) are selected as tested speed limits for each case in the simulations. By ana-
lyzing the simulation results, the optimal acceleration length required to prevent the capacity drop for
each case with a specific speed limit and MRP of CVs is determined. The simulation results are listed
in Table A.1 in appendix a and reveal important findings regarding the relationship between the MPR
of CVs, the applied speed limit, and the required acceleration length to prevent capacity drop.
The analysis confirms two key findings. Firstly, for a given MPR of CVs, the optimal acceleration length
remains as 0m, then increases exponentially as the speed limit increases. This suggests the rules
proposed by Martínez and Jin (2020) that for speed limits higher than certain values, the higher speed
limits necessitate longer acceleration lengths to prevent capacity drop still holds when the MPR of CVs
is not 100%. Meanwhile, when comparing different speed limits for the same MPR of CVs, it is found
that the required additional length of acceleration, compared to the length needed for the case with
100% MPR, also increases as the speed limit increases. Secondly, when the VSL adopts a relatively
lower speed limit, the simulation results show that an acceleration length of 0m is sufficient to prevent
capacity drop across all analyzed levels of MPR of CVs. However, when the VSL adopts a higher
speed limit, cases with lower MPR of CVs require longer acceleration lengths to prevent capacity drop.
The goal of having the highest possible speed limit is to have the highest flow. But the findings suggest
that the MPR of CVs influences the acceleration length when the VSL employs a high-speed limit. It is
not always feasible to adopt as high a speed limit as possible when implementing VSL in practical situ-
ations. Instead, an ideal approach to VSL implementation involves striking a balance between speed
limits and acceleration lengths. A relatively smaller speed limit can achieve several advantages, while
not significantly reducing flow. Firstly, the obstruction of ramp traffic due to long acceleration distances
can be mitigated. Additionally, utilizing a smaller speed limit helps avoid the influence of varying levels
of MPR of CVs (or driver compliance) on the control effect of the VSL system, which ensures consistent
and reliable performance of the VSL.
When the MPR of CVs is 25%, the required optimal acceleration length to prevent capacity drop un-
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der the same speed limit is increased compared to the higher MPR of CVs. What’s more, there is
a significant level of uncertainty in the simulation results. Despite keeping all simulation parameters
unchanged, the occurrence of the capacity drop may vary across different runs of the same scenario.
The capacity drop may be prevented in some runs, while in others, it may occur. This highlights the in-
herent uncertainty associated with lower MPR of CVs and emphasizes the challenges in implementing
practical control strategies under such conditions. The results presented in Fig. 4.9 prevents capacity
drop for the 5 runs with MPR 25%. When the MPR of CVs is less than 25% and the speed limit is
relatively high (higher than 27km/h), the prevention of capacity drop requires an extremely long accel-
eration length which is unrealistic. Thus, it’s concluded that the capacity drop can not be prevented in
these cases.
The fitting for simulation results in scenario 5 is presented in Fig.4.9.

Figure 4.9: Exponential fitting: the relationship between the speed limit and optimal acceleration length for various MPR of CVs

The fitting using the exponential method with two degrees yields good results. The R-square values
for fitting 100%, 75%, 50%, and 25%MPR of CVs are 0.9739, 0.9952, 0.9924, and 0.9906, respectively.

(a) Vehicle trajectories of real vehicles (b) Speed profile of real vehicles (c) Normalized traffic flow rate at x=L

Figure 4.10: Numerical example for the case with 75% MPR of CVs, and employing VSL with a speed limit of 27.3km/h and
an acceleration length of 850m

With the case of 75% MPR of CVs, the impact on the travel time of a different VSL setting, compared
to the one in section 4.4.1, is analyzed. This different VSL strategy involves a speed limit of 27.3km/h
and an acceleration length of 850m. The simulation results are shown in Fig 4.10. The travel time for
selected vehicles and the average travel time are calculated based on the simulation results are listed
in Table 4.7
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Table 4.7: Travel time comparison for the new VSL

Vehicle number Arrive time at the bottleneck end T (n)
Travel time, (s) ImprovementWithout VSL VSL

Low demand High demand High demand Difference Percentage
(compare to the travel time in base case 2)

100th

Within the transition period

360

419.5 434.8 -15.3 -3.6%
200th 470.6 470.2 -0.4 -0.1%
250th 495.8 488.4 7.4 1.5%
300th After the transition period 521.0 505.8 15.2 3%
400th 586.0 541.2 44.8 7.6%

Average of all 450 vehicles / 483.4 469.4 14.0 2.9%

In this case, congestion initially occurs, but it is later resolved by the VSL strategy, which creates gaps
between vehicles. The capacity drop phenomenon is effectively prevented through this VSL approach.
Additionally, the travel time of individual vehicles located after the 250th position is reduced compared
to the uncontrolled scenario when the demand is high. Moreover, the average travel time of all 450
simulated vehicles demonstrates considerable improvement compared to the uncontrolled scenario
with high demand. The impact of this VSL strategy on travel time is more pronounced than the one
observed in the previous VSL scenario discussed in section 4.4.1.



5
Sensitivity analysis

In this chapter, the sensitivity analysis of simulation results is performed to investigate the impact of
different factors on the effectiveness of VSL control. To analyze the influence of the bottleneck length
on the capacity drop and the relationship between VSL parameters and MPR of CVs, a 500m tunnel
bottleneck is simulated and compared to the results from the 1500m bottleneck in section 5.1. In section
5.2, the impact of bounded acceleration assumptions on the minimal MPR to validate the work of
Martínez and Jin (2020) is analyzed. A Constant Bounded acceleration (CBA) model which produces
capacity drop similar to the TWOPAS model is adopted. The minimal required MPR to enable the
highest speed limit and the acceleration length calculated by Martínez and Jin (2020) is investigated
with the CBA model. In section 5.3, the influence of random CV positions within the platoon on the time
when the flow starts to drop is shown. In section 5.4, the impact of the transmission delay which leads
to the delayed activation of VSL on the prevention of capacity drop is studied.

5.1. The influence of the bottleneck length on the capacity drop and
VSL strategies

Based on the calibrated data from the Kobotoke tunnel in Japan, the speed limit range obtained by
Eq.3.8 and Eq.3.9 results in a very narrow range. In practical terms, such a small variation in speed
limits may not be easily perceptible by drivers. To ensure the practicality of the conclusions regarding
the influence of the MPR of CVs on the interplay between the speed limit and acceleration length, a
similar tunnel bottleneck with a shorter length is studied. Specifically, some of the parameters in Table
4.1 are adjusted, where the bottleneck length is reduced from 1500m to 500m. The value of the time
gap at the entrance of the bottleneck is maintained at 1.5s, while the time gap at the bottleneck end is
modified to 1.7s to maintain the same ratio of (τ2 − τ1)/L. Additionally, the high demand is adjusted
to be slightly higher than the resulting new bottleneck capacity after the adjustment. All other inputs
into the simulation remain unchanged. The values of the adjusted parameters are listed in Table 5.1
below. The symbol ∗ indicates that the value of the variable has changed. The base case 2 in scenario
1, scenario 2 and scenario 5 described in Table 3.1 are simulated with these adjusted parameters.

37
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Table 5.1: Adjusted parameters of the simulation

Parameter Value Unit
Free-flow speed, vf 80 km/h

Jam density, kj 140 veh/km

Maximum acceleration rate on a level road, a0 0.407 veh/s2

Decimal grade at x, ϕ(x) 0 —
Bottleneck length, L∗ 0.5 km

Time gap upstream to the bottleneck, τ1 1.5 s

Highest time gap inside the bottleneck, τ∗
2 1.7 s

Capacity of the start of tunnel, C1 2000 veh/h

Capacity of the end of tunnel, C∗
2 1781 veh/h

High Demand, D∗
2 1870 veh/h

The number of simulated real vehicles, nv 450 veh

The simulated time, tf 1200 s

The length of VSL zone, LV SL 100 m

5.1.1. The minimal MPR of CVs to achieve the highest flow
The simulation results for the base case 2 are shown in Fig. 5.1. The capacity drop can be still observed
in this case which its characteristics, namely the duration of the transition period and the dropped
stationary capacity, differ. In the case of the longer bottleneck (1500m), the transition period is 16mins
and the dropped capacity is 1380veh/km. In the case of the shorter bottleneck, the transition period is
14mins and the dropped capacity C∗

3 is 1632veh/km. The ratio of dropped capacity is 8.4%, which is
within the empirical range from 3% to 18% (Oh and Yeo, 2012). Based on the results, the wider range of
speed limit of VSL is calculated using the method described in section 3.2.1, which is from 36.5km/h to
49.0km/h. To avoid obtaining infinite acceleration length (explained in section 4.1, the maximal speed
limit is slightly rounded down to 48.5km/h.
The VSL used for scenario 2 employs a speed limit of 48.5km/h. Since the optimal acceleration length
calculated using Eq. 3.11 is 3060m, the upper constraint of the acceleration length is extended to 5000m.
Simulation results confirm that capacity drop can be prevented with this VSL when the MPR of CVs is
100%. However, when the VSL strategy is applied with an MPR of 95% of CVs, capacity drop occurs,
see Fig. 5.2. This suggests that the MPR needed to achieve effective control with the VSL strategy
proposed by Martínez and Jin (2020) is not influenced by the bottleneck length and remains at 100%.

(a) Vehicle trajectories of real vehicles (b) Speed profile of real vehicles (c) Evolution of queue discharge flow rate
at x=L

Figure 5.1: Numerical example with adjusted parameters for scenario 1 case 2
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(a) Vehicle trajectories of real vehicles (b) Speed profile of real vehicles (c) Evolution of traffic flow rate at x=L

Figure 5.2: Numerical example for scenario 2 case 2 with adjusted parameters

5.1.2. The relationship between speed limit, acceleration length and MPR of CVs
Here, the cases with 100%, 75%, 50%, 25% MPR of CVs are simulated. For each case, several speed
limits within the range are predetermined as inputs into the VSL control, and the corresponding optimal
acceleration lengths are identified in simulations. The simulation results are listed in Table A.2.

Figure 5.3: Interpolation: the relationship between the speed limit and optimal acceleration length for various MPR of CVs with
500m bottleneck length

The relationship between the MPR of CVs and the VSL parameters for the 500m tunnel bottleneck
exhibits a similar trend to the results obtained for the 1500m bottleneck. For a given MPR, as the speed
limit increases from the minimum to the maximum, the initial acceleration distance stays at 0m and then
gradually increases. Smaller MPR of CVs leads to a more obvious subsequent increase. If the applied
speed limit is below a critical value, which depends on bottleneck conditions, the required acceleration
distance is always 0m regardless of different MPR of CVs, which means the acceleration zone is not
required between the end of the VSL zone and the bottleneck. However, when the speed limit is higher
than the critical value, a smaller MPR of CVs results in a longer required acceleration distance before
entering the bottleneck, compared to scenarios with higher MPR levels of CVs. Notably, when the
MPR is 50% and the maximum speed limit is used, even with an acceleration length of 8000m, the
VSL fails to prevent capacity drop. This finding reinforces the findings in section 4.7 which suggest that
achieving a balance among the speed limit, the required acceleration length, and the reliability of VSL
effectiveness across different levels of MPR of CVs is crucial in VSL applications.

5.2. The influence of bounded acceleration assumptions
One of the essential assumptions in this study is the utilization of the TWOPAS model of the bounded
acceleration, as described in Eq. 3.4. This model plays a critical role in shaping the acceleration
patterns of vehicles by imposing an upper limit on their acceleration. In situations where capacity drop
occurs, the acceleration rate of vehicles after passing downstream of the bottleneck is determined
by this model. When the VSL is implemented and capacity drop is successfully prevented, vehicle
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acceleration adheres to the TWOPAS model in both the acceleration zone and the bottleneck area
before reaching the free-flow speed.
To assess the influence of bounded acceleration assumptions on traffic dynamics, the CBA model (see
E.q. 5.1) is considered in this section. The CBA model is employed in two specific scenarios: base
case 2 in scenario 1 and scenario 2. In base case 2 of scenario 1, the aim is to evaluate the impact
of different acceleration assumptions on the capacity drop and its characteristics. Scenario 2 focuses
on evaluating the effect of different bounded acceleration assumptions on the minimum MPR of CVs
required to validate the conclusions and formulas derived from the work of Martínez and Jin (2020).
In both scenarios, all other parameters are kept consistent with the parameters used in simulations
conducted with the TWOPAS model. By comparing the results obtained from the CBA model to those
obtained from the TWOPAS model, the study allows for a comprehensive understanding of how the
bounded accelerationmodel influences the outcomes of the study and gains insights into the robustness
and reliability of its findings. The CBA model adopted for the comparative analysis can be expressed
using the equation:

Amax(x, v) = acon (5.1)

where acon is a constant. In the simulation, various values of acon are tested to determine their influence
on the queue discharge rate at the end of the bottleneck. And (3/8)∗a0 is identified to produce a curve
most similar to the one obtained when simulating with the TWOPAS model. This ensures a meaningful
comparison between the results obtained from the CBA model and the TWOPAS model.
The speed profiles for all real vehicles in the base case 2 with the CBA model of (3/8) ∗ a0 are shown
and compared to the speed profiles when using the TWOPAS model, see Fig. 5.4.

(a) Speed profiles with TWOPAS model (b) Speed profiles with CBA model ((3/8) ∗ a0)

Figure 5.4: Speed profiles with different bounded acceleration models and Koshi et al. (1992) data

It can be seen that the two bounded acceleration models eventually lead to different converging accel-
eration curves for vehicles driving out of the queue. The converged speed profile from the TWOPAS
model is more consistent with empirical data from Koshi et al. (1992). The evolution of the queue dis-
charge rate at the end of the bottleneck with different bounded acceleration models is presented in Fig.
5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of queue discharge rate with different bounded acceleration assumptions

Despite employing distinct acceleration assumptions, the TWOPAS model and the CBA model with a
value of (3/8) ∗ a0, lead to a similar capacity drop phenomenon. The evolution of the queue discharge
rate at the bottleneck neck and the flow at the capacity drop stationary state is not significantly different
between the two models. Based on the findings presented in section 5.2, it is concluded that the
minimum MPR of CVs required to prevent capacity drop is found to be 100% when implementing VSL
with the speed limit and acceleration length calculated by Eq. 3.11. Simulations for scenario 2 are
repeated with the CBA assumption. The results are listed in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: The minimum MPR of CVs to prevent capacity drop

Bounded acceleration model Speed limit (km/h) Acceleration length calculated by Eq. 3.11(m) the minimum MPR (%)
TWOPAS 27.5 1140 100%

CBA((3/8)*a_0) 0 40%

The utilization of the CBA model yields a minimum MPR value of 40% for effective VSL control, which
differs significantly from the 100% determined by the TWOPAS model. This discrepancy highlights
the substantial impact of bounded acceleration on the VSL control effectiveness. It emphasizes the
importance of selecting and calibrating the appropriate bounded acceleration model when modelling
vehicle dynamics and implementing VSL strategies.

5.3. The influence of different positions of CVs on capacity drop
For a given MPR, CVs maintain the fixed proportion of all vehicles, while their positions within the
platoon are randomly assigned. To illustrate the impact of the arrangement of CVs within a platoon on
the timing of the flow starts to drop, we consider a scenario with a 50% MPR of CVs. This particular
MPR ensures noticeable variations in the order of CVs among different simulation runs. We apply VSL
control with a speed limit of 27.3km/h and an acceleration length of 1000m. In section 5.5, it is concluded
that when applying a speed limit of 27.3km/h to a 50% MPR of CVs, a minimum acceleration length
of 1120m is required to effectively prevent capacity drop. Consequently, with an acceleration length of
only 1000m, it is expected that capacity drop cannot be prevented.
We conduct three simulation runs of this case, each run generating different orders of CVs within the
platoon. The simulation results exhibit varying timings of the flow starting to drop, as depicted in Fig.
5.6.
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(a) Vehicle trajectories in the first run (b) Vehicle trajectories in the second run (c) Vehicle trajectories in the third run

(d) Evolution of queue discharge flow rate
in the first run

(e) Evolution of queue discharge flow rate
in the second run

(f) Evolution of queue discharge flow rate in
the third run

Figure 5.6: The timing of capacity drop caused by different orders of CVs

From the analysis of Fig. 5.6(d)(e)(f), we can identify the approximate time point when the flow starts
to drop. At this moment, we consider the vehicle located at the end of the bottleneck as the first vehicle
to encounter congestion within the bottleneck. The trajectory of this vehicle is indicated by the pink
dashed lines in Fig. 5.6(a)(b)(c). Upstream of this vehicle, the traffic flow remains stable at a high
level, equal to the outflow of the VSL zone. However, after this specific vehicle, congestion propagates
upstream along the yellow lines and the queue discharge rate begins to decrease.
The position of this first vehicle experiencing a sudden change within the bottleneck varies across the
three simulation runs. In the first run, it appears as the 380th vehicle, while in the second run, it emerges
as the 38th vehicle. In the third run, it is positioned as the 128th vehicle. This variability highlights the
significant influence of the randomness in the arrangement of CVs on the timing of the flow starts to
drop.

5.4. The influence of transmission delay on VSL effectiveness
In the previous simulations, VSL is assumed to be activated and implemented immediately when in-
putting the high demand. However, in reality, practical constraints within the operational procedures of
the control system introduce a certain delay before the VSL can be fully functional. This delay could
be due to various factors such as signal processing, communication delays, or coordination between
controllers and infrastructures.
To understand the influence of this transmission delay on the effectiveness of VSL control, the com-
parative analysis compares two cases: immediate VSL implementation and a 2mins delay before VSL
implementation. Both cases are tested with 100% MPR of CVs and 75% MPR of CVs. The input
constant demand is D2. The VSL parameters used for this analysis include a maximal speed limit of
27.5km/h, an optimal acceleration length of 1140mwhen the MPR of CVs is 100% and an optimal accel-
eration length of 1500m when the MPR of CVs is 75%. In section 4.7, it’s validated through simulations
that the capacity drop can be prevented if the VSL is applied to all CVs immediately after the detection
of the high demand. The results from simulations with 2mins delay of VSL application are shown in
Fig. 5.7.
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(a) Vehicle trajectories of real vehicles
(MPR=100%)

(b) Speed profile of real vehicles
(MPR=100%)

(c) Evolution of queue discharge flow rate
at X=L (MPR=100%)

(d) Vehicle trajectories of real vehicles
(MPR=75%)

(e) Speed profile of real vehicles
(MPR=75%)

(f) Evolution of queue discharge flow rate at
X=L (MPR=75%)

Figure 5.7: Numerical example for the case with transmission delay

The comparative analysis reveals that even with a transmission delay of 2mins before VSL implemen-
tation, the capacity drop can still be effectively prevented with both 100% MPR of CVs and 75% MPR
of CVs. Despite the initial congestion built up by the high inflow before VSL activation, the reduced
speed of the CVs after VSL implementation creates a gap, allowing for congestion dissipation. This
finding suggests the robustness and effectiveness of VSL control strategies in real-world scenarios
where transmission delays are present.



6
Conclusions

This research explores the impact of VSL control in a mixed traffic environment. The study provides
supplementary findings to previous work, emphasizes the importance of considering MPR when deter-
mining speed limits and acceleration lengths, and suggests the further analysis of different bottleneck
models. Practical limitations in the open-loop VSL approach in this thesis exist, such as real-time traffic
measurements and speed deceleration assumptions. Future studies are encouraged to analyze the
influence of MPR of CVs in multi-lane traffic, considering traffic heterogeneity, and establish a closed-
loop VSL control system that enables the automated adjustment of control signals to solve congestion.

6.1. Answer to research questions
The results obtained from this study address themain research question and its associated sub-questions
as follows:

Sub question 1:
What is the current state-of-the-art of using CVs in VSL to prevent capacity drop? Are there any limita-
tions or challenges that need to be addressed before this technology can be fully implemented?
Answer: The utilization of CVs in VSL strategies to prevent capacity drop is an emerging field of re-
search. Relying on equipped sensors, CVs serve as detectors for gathering real-time traffic data with
higher precision and flexibility compared to fixed-location loop detectors. By sharing data with other
vehicles and roadside infrastructures, CVs enable dynamic information transmission. CVs can also
receive personalized driving instructions from controllers via telecommunication technologies, function-
ing as actuators. This allows for the development of proactive traffic management to enhance the
efficiency of transportation networks.
Researchers explore different approaches to implementing VSL in CV environments, aiming to opti-
mize traffic control and improve overall performance (Lee and Park, 2013; Han et al., 2017). It has
demonstrated that the MPR of CVs plays a significant role in determining the effectiveness of VSL
strategies. This highlights the need for careful consideration of the MPR of CVs when designing and
implementing VSL in CV environments, including the determination of control laws and control param-
eters. It is important to note that the deployment of CVs in real-world traffic management is still in its
design stages. Before the implementation in the real world, a threshold MPR of CVs is expected to
realize.

Sub question 2:
Which existing models are best suited to modelling vehicle behaviour and capacity drop in sag and
tunnel bottlenecks for this study? What assumptions and simplifications are necessary, and how can
we validate its predictions against real-world data?
Answer: There are multiple models that can be used to reproduce capacity drop. The research utilizes
the continuum car-following model proposed byWada et al. (2020) which assumes an inhomogeneous
triangular fundamental diagram and bounded acceleration rate. This model discretizes real vehicles
into imaginary vehicles, forming a continuum traffic flow and updating the driving behaviour of imaginary
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vehicles at each time step. To simplify the analysis, it focuses solely on longitudinal driving behaviour
and captures the effect of a reduced capacity with an increasing time gap linearly.
This model effectively captures the observed capacity drop at the end of the bottleneck and facilitates
a clear understanding of the relationship between microscopic behavioural rules and macroscopic phe-
nomena. The model includes limited number of parameters to be calibrated and validated. The vari-
ables of this model possess physical interpretations, enabling straightforward investigations into the
physical and mathematical properties of the traffic system. Moreover, the model is specifically de-
signed to reproduce the capacity drop stationary state which is stable and less complex. It successfully
reproduces the transition period from the onset of congestion to the converged queue discharge rate.

Sub question 3:
What are key parameters in the VSL approach that need to be considered when implementing a CV-
based open-loop VSL control strategy, and how do these parameters interact?
Answer: The speed limit and acceleration length are critical parameters in the implementation of VSL,
as they directly impact the controlled traffic flow and the prevention of capacity drop. The speed limit
applied in VSL regulates the inflow into the bottleneck. The maximal speed limit should lead to a flow
lower than the bottleneck capacity, while the minimum speed limit should result in a flow higher than the
capacity after the congestion. On the other hand, Martínez and Jin (2020) highlights the significance
of the acceleration length in preventing capacity drop. The acceleration length refers to the distance
between the end of the VSL zone and the entrance of the bottleneck, within which vehicles need to
accelerate to reach the desired speeds.
The relationship between the speed limit and the required acceleration length is noteworthy. AsMartínez
and Jin (2020) discover, a higher speed limit necessitates a longer acceleration length. This accelera-
tion length must enable vehicles to surpass the speed limit at the bottleneck entrance and ensure that
the speed at the end of the bottleneck exceeds the speed determined by the congested branch of the
downstream fundamental diagram associated with the controlled flow.

Sub question 4:
What is the minimum MPR of CVs to enable an open-loop VSL to achieve the maximal flow in the
study’s context? What variables impact this minimum MPR value?
Answer: This study focuses on applying VSL to CVs, and it is assumed that all CVs comply with the
VSL control. By investigating the minimum MPR necessary to prevent capacity drop, the study also
establishes the precondition for the conclusions of Martínez and Jin (2020) to be valid in terms of driver
compliance with the control.
Specifically, it is demonstrated that when the TWOPAS model is assumed, the MPR of CVs must be
100% for the conclusions of Martínez and Jin (2020) to hold. Additionally, the study finds that this min-
imum MPR is influenced by the assumptions of the bounded acceleration model used.

Sub question 5:
How can the VSL parameters be adjusted considering different MPR of CVs to prevent capacity drop
at sag and tunnel bottlenecks?
Answer: In the simulation, certain parameters are held constant while employing the dichotomy method
to adjust the value of the analyzed parameters in each scenario based on simulation results. Specifi-
cally, the MPR of CVs and the speed limit are fixed, and the minimum acceleration length required to
prevent capacity drop is determined using the dichotomy method based on the value of acceleration
length obtained through formulas proposed by Martínez and Jin (2020). Similarly, when the MPR is
fixed and the acceleration length is set to 0m, the dichotomy method is employed to narrow down the
range of feasible speed limits that can prevent capacity drop. This process continues until the maxi-
mum speed limit to prevent capacity drop in each case is identified.

Sub question 6:
What is the impact of assumptions made in modelling and simulations on research results?
Answer: In this thesis, several variables are considered and analyzed to understand their impact on
the simulation results. The variables include the bottleneck length, the assumption of bounded accel-
eration, and the transmission delay in the VSL implementation. To assess the influence of bottleneck
length, simulations are conducted using a tunnel bottleneck with a length of 500m, and the results are
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compared to simulations with a tunnel bottleneck of 1500m in length. This analysis provides insights
into how the length of the bottleneck affects the capacity drop phenomenon and the relationship be-
tween the MPR of CVs and the VSL parameters. The CBA model is used to reproduce the similar
capacity drop phenomenon observed in the TWOPAS model. The threshold MPR of CVs that ensures
the conclusions by Martinez et al. hold, obtained from the CBA model is compared to the 100% MPR
derived from the TWOPAS model. Another variable considered is the transmission delay of the VSL
system. Simulations are performed with immediate activation of VSL and with a 2minus delay in the
transmission of control signals. By comparing the simulation results, the influence of transmission de-
lay on the effectiveness of VSL control is assessed.
During the simulation, vehicles and time are discretized. Numerical errors are introduced, and con-
vergence analysis is conducted to determine the largest discrete unit that ensures convergence of the
simulation results. And to mitigate the influence of the randomness in the positions of CVs within the
platoon on the experimental results, multiple repetitive experiments are performed for each case, and
the conclusions are only drawn when the simulation results from all simulation runs are consistent.

Main question:
How does the MPR of CVs affect the determination of parameter values for CVs-based VSL to
ensure effectiveness in preventing capacity drop at sag and tunnel bottlenecks?
Answer: The finding is based on simulation results utilising the continuum car-following model with the
TWOBAS bounded acceleration model and applied on the tunnel bottleneck which is assumed a linear
increasing time gap within the bottleneck (Wada et al., 2020) .
For a certain MPR of CVs, there is a critical threshold value for the speed limit, beyond which the
required acceleration length increases exponentially. This threshold depends on the bottleneck geom-
etry and traffic conditions. For example, when the MPR of CVs is 75%, the threshold of the speed
limit is 26.7km/h for the simulated 1500m tunnel bottleneck in this work. For all speed limits below this
threshold, the required acceleration length between the end of the VSL zone and the entrance of the
bottleneck to prevent capacity drop is 0m. This threshold value varies across different MPR of CVs.
Regarding the impact of MPR on the required acceleration length for a certain speed limit, the study
suggests that as the MPR increases, the required acceleration distance to prevent capacity drop de-
creases. Additionally, when the acceleration length is fixed and non-zero, a larger MPR of CVs enables
to employ of a higher speed limit of VSL while still preventing capacity drop.

6.2. Conclusions and reflections
In summary, this research is conducted based on reproducing the capacity drop phenomenon in sag
and tunnel bottlenecks using a continuum car-following model proposed by Wada et al. (2020). It con-
siders a mixed traffic environment with both CVs and NCVs and applies an open-loop VSL control to
all CVs. To realize the prevention of capacity drop, the study focuses on quantifying the relationship
between the MPR of CVs and the VSL parameters, which are the speed limit and acceleration length
in this research.
The research provides supplementary findings to the work of Martínez and Jin (2020) about the optimal
application location of VSL for different speed limits. It reveals that a minimum MPR of CVs is neces-
sary for the conclusions of Martínez and Jin (2020) to hold, challenging the thought that controlling
only the leading vehicle is sufficient to control the behaviour of all following vehicles. Furthermore, the
study demonstrates that this minimum MPR threshold varies depending on the acceleration behaviour
of the vehicles. Moreover, the research highlights the significance of considering the MPR of CVs when
determining the speed limit and acceleration length of the VSL. It shows that while a higher speed limit
can lead to higher throughput, the optimal acceleration length increases exponentially with the increas-
ing speed limit, particularly in cases with low MPR of CVs. While adopting a relatively lower speed
limit, the acceleration length can be reduced to 0m for all levels of MPR of CVs. It suggests that when
implementing VSL in practice, a balance between the resulted throughput, the required acceleration
length and the robustness of VSL across different levels of MPR of CVs should be considered.
In this study, the calibrated parameters of the models are based on data from the Kobotoke tunnel
in Japan, resulting in a capacity drop ratio of approximately 8%. However, the analysis showed that
the feasible range of VSL speed limits calculated by traffic dynamics and road geometry of this tunnel
bottleneck is very narrow, with only a small difference of 4km/h between the maximum and minimum
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speed limits. This small change in speed may be imperceptible to drivers in practice. Additionally, the
study found that even a minor reduction in the speed limit significantly reduces the required accelera-
tion length. Thus, it appears that there seems no necessity to adjust the speed limit in VSL based on
the findings of this research. Thus, the example bottleneck in Kobotoke is not the best setup to analyse
this impact. To address this limitation, it would be beneficial to analyze other bottleneck models that
may result in a broader feasible range of VSL speed limits, as a similar analysis was done for the other
(hypothetical) bottleneck with a shorter bottleneck length in Section 5.1. Thus, it may be possible to
identify scenarios where adjustments to the speed limit can effectively optimize throughput while still
ensuring the desired acceleration length and the robustness of VSL across different MPR levels of CVs.
Such analysis would provide more practical insights into the implementation of VSL.
Some assumptions made in this research have practical limitations. For instance, the assumption of
real-time traffic flow measurements at the end of the bottleneck to visualise the capacity drop phe-
nomenon may not be feasible. The traffic monitoring devices commonly used in the real world are
loop detectors. These devices typically provide average traffic flow values over a certain time interval,
typically around 30s. Additionally, the assumption of instantaneous speed reduction to the speed limit
simplifies the actual behaviour of vehicles. In reality, vehicles require a certain deceleration time to
adjust their speed. This means that the length of the VSL zone needs to be designed to allow sufficient
distance for vehicles to gradually decelerate and reach the desired flow and desired speed when they
exit the VSL zone.
To manage the computational load, a practical approach is to use the maximal discretize units that en-
sure convergence of the results in simulations. However, numerical errors can still occur, indicated by
deviations from the ideal stationary acceleration pattern of vehicles after the VSL zone when capacity
drop can be prevented in the simulation. To enhance the accuracy of the experiments, the simulation
algorithms can be streamlined and optimized or a more powerful computer can be utilized.
Another important and complex aspect of the integration of CVs into the traditional traffic control sys-
tem is the legal issues. Speed limits are legal measures applied to ensure safety and regulate traffic
flow. Traditionally, speed limits apply uniformly to all vehicles on a given road section. Applying dy-
namic speed limits exclusively to CVs may seem unfair to some drivers, potentially leading to division
between CV and non-CV drivers and resistance to the technology. While some CV drivers appreciate
the safety and efficiency benefits, others value the freedom to drive at their desired speeds. To address
these challenges, a comprehensive approach involving policymakers, engineers, manufacturers, and
the public is crucial. Some potential solutions could include establishing uniform standards, ensuring
effective communication, raising public awareness, and applying enforcement mechanisms.

6.3. Future studies
The literature reveals that traditional VSL methods effectively improve traffic conditions by reducing
speed differences and synchronizing driver behaviour. Researchers have explored various control
methodologies, including feed-forward and feedback control, to optimize VSL performance. Addition-
ally, the integration of CVs in VSL opens up new possibilities for improving traffic efficiency through
timely communication between vehicles and infrastructures. The literature underscores the significance
of driver compliance with VSL control signals and how the MPR of CVs influences control effectiveness.
Studies consistently demonstrate that higher levels of CVs compliance, or a higher MPR of CVs, lead
to increased safety benefits and more substantial travel time savings. This thesis focuses specifically
on the impact of VSL control on the capacity drop phenomenon in a mixed traffic environment with
CVs. It’s discovered that the MPR of CVs plays an important role in determining the effectiveness of
VSL strategies in preventing capacity drop at bottlenecks. It became evident that careful consideration
of the MPR of CVs is crucial when determining the appropriate speed limits and acceleration lengths
for VSL control. However, the real-world implementation of CV-based strategies presents challenges
that must be addressed for successful deployment. This thesis can jointly support VSL as a promising
approach to prevent capacity drop and enhance traffic flow. Both emphasize the interconnected nature
of various factors, including driver compliance, control parameters, and the MPR of CVs, in determining
the efficacy of VSL strategies. In future studies, researchers can explore various aspects to advance
the findings of this study and enhance our understanding of preventing or reducing the capacity drop
phenomenon at bottlenecks through CV-based VSL control.
In real-world scenarios, the road is often characterized by multiple lanes, and vehicles frequently
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change lanes to optimize their driving conditions. Investigating howmulti-lane traffic and lane-changing
behaviour affect the capacity drop phenomenon can help identify additional factors that contribute to
congestion and develop more effective control strategies. Furthermore, exploring the impact of MPR
of CVs on VSL control performance in different bottleneck scenarios, such as lane drop bottlenecks,
would be valuable. This research focused on a specific type of bottleneck (sag and tunnel bottlenecks),
and extending the analysis to other bottleneck configurations can help assess the generalizability of
the findings. Another important consideration is accounting for traffic heterogeneity. Recognizing that
different vehicle types, driver characteristics, and preferences exhibit varying following behaviours can
enhance the implications of the effectiveness of VSL control.
To improve practicality, future studies can focus on developing a closed-loop VSL control system. This
system could include intelligent algorithms that dynamically adjust control parameters based on real-
time traffic data and feedback to improve control performance. By continuously adapting the control
parameters, the VSL system can maintain its efficiency and effectiveness for varying the MPR of CVs.
Furthermore, while this study only utilizes the communication between vehicles and infrastructure, con-
sidering the information exchange between vehicles themselves (V2V communication) could lead to
the development of more efficient and effective control strategies for future transportation systems, en-
hancing the overall control performance. Future studies can also explore the integration of connected
and autonomous vehicles (CAVs) into the VSL control framework. This can involve investigating the
benefits of CAVs in terms of their enhanced sensing capabilities, communication capabilities, and abil-
ity to coordinate with VSL systems to improve traffic flow and congestion management.
Lastly, examining the long-term effects and sustainability of VSL control is an important area of research.
Instead of relying on the queue discharge rate and travel time as performance measures, future stud-
ies can explore the link between traffic flow and other critical aspects such as safety, environmental
factors, and overall sustainability. Understanding the broader implications of VSL control beyond just
flow improvement can provide a more comprehensive assessment of control performance.
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A
The table of results

Table A.1: Summary of simulation results for scenario 5 (1500m tunnel bottleneck)

MPR Applied speed limit (km/h) Optimal acceleration length
from simulation (m)

Increased acceleration length
compared to one required in 100% MPR

100%

27.5 (V SLmax) 1140 /
27.3 750 /
27.1 440 /
26.9 190 /
26.7 0 /

23.2 (V SLmin) 0 /

75%

27.5 (V SLmax) 1500 360
27.3 840 90
27.1 475 35
26.9 190 0
26.7 0 0

23.2(Vmin) 0 0

50%

27.5 (Vmax) 2485 1345
27.3 1120 370
27.1 685 245
26.8 290 245
26.6 0 0

23.2 (Vmin) 0 0

25%

27.5 / /
27.1 1800 1360
26.8 750.0 705
26.5 500.0 500
26.2 350 350
25.7 0 0

23.2 (Vmin) 0 0
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Table A.2: Overview of scenario 5 with adjusted parameters (500m tunnel bottleneck)

MPR Applied speed limit (km/h) Optimal acceleration length(m)

100%

48.5 3060
46.5 1165
43.6 380
40.2 0
36.5 0

75%

48.5 5000
46.5 1325
43.6 430
40.2 0
36.5 0

50%

48.5 /
46.5 1400
43.6 480
40.2 0
36.5 0

25%

48.5 /
46.5 2250
43.6 580
40.2 0
36.5 0



B
Matlab Code

1 %----------------define variables
2 % t:time(s); k:density(veh/km); v:speed(km/h);
3 L = 1500.0; %L:bottleneck length(m);
4 u = 80.0/3.6; %u:free flow speed(m/s);
5 jd = 140.0/1000.0; %jd:jam density(veh/m);
6 d = 1/jd; % jam space
7 ts1 = 1.5; %ts1:timegap at the bottleneck entry(s);
8 ts2 = 2.1; %ts2: timegap at the bottleneck end(s
9 % ts2 = 2.5;
10 dts = ts2-ts1;
11 a0 = 0.407; % initialization of acceleration
12 % a0 = 0.32*0.407;
13 g = 9.8;
14 dn = 0.2;
15 dt = 0.01;
16 % dn = 0.1; % equivalent continumm model
17 % dt = 0.005; % timesteps
18 totaltime = 1100.0; % total duration of observation
19 % c = (u*jd)./(1+u*jd*timespace); % location-dependent capacity
20 c1 = 2000/3600.0; % capacity at the bottleneck entry
21 c2 = 1500/3600.0; % capacity at the bottleneck end
22 c3 = 1380/3600.0;
23 demand= 1.15*c2;
24

25 % demand = 0.8*c2 + (1.2*c2-0.8*c2)*rand(1,1); %generate the random demand between[0.8c2,1.2
c2]

26 vn = 250;
27 % vn = demand*totaltime;
28 t = [0:dt:totaltime];
29 n = [0:dn:vn];
30

31 %-------------MPR------%
32 MPR =0.2; % determine the MPR of CVs
33 total_CV = round(MPR*vn);
34 allveh = randperm(vn);
35 CVn = sort(allveh(1:total_CV)); % integer CV
36 for zz =1:total_CV
37 CV(((zz-1)/dn+1):(zz/dn)) = [((CVn(zz)-1)/dn+1):CVn(zz)/dn]; %all CVs including virtual

vehicles
38 end
39

40 % figure(101)
41 % NCVn = setdiff([1:vn],CVn);
42 % % plot([1:vn],zeros(vn,1),'r.');hold on;
43 % plot(NCVn,ones(vn-total_CV ,1)*0.9,'r.');hold on;
44 % plot(CVn,ones(total_CV ,1),'b.')
45 % ylim([0.8,1.2])
46 % figure(102)
47 % bar(CVn,ones(total_CV ,1))
48
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49 %% ---------------- Variable speed limit ----------------%%
50 % y = ((a0*jd^2*L)/dts)^(1/3); %a0 determined by A(x,v)
51 %c3 = (1/ts2)*(1-1/(1+ts2*y)); %theoretically dropped capacity/lower bound
52 Vmin = c3/(jd*(1-c3*ts1)); %Minimal speed limit
53 Vmax = u/(u*jd*dts+1); %Maximal speed limit
54 %Vmin = 0.831*Vmax;
55 if demand >0.99*c2 % on/off of the speed limit
56 VSL= 0.985*Vmax;
57 % VSL = u;
58 else
59 VSL = u;
60 end
61 Cv = jd*VSL/(jd*ts1*VSL+1); %Controlled flow
62 %
63 %
64 % %-----------optimal location------%
65 % vopt(1) = VSL;
66 % vend = VSL/(jd*VSL*(ts1-ts2)+1);
67 % pos(1) = 0;
68 % for ii = 2:length(t)
69 % aopt(ii-1) = a0*(1-vopt(ii-1)/u);
70 % % aopt(ii-1) = a0;
71 % vopt(ii) = vopt(ii-1)+aopt(ii-1)*dt;
72 % pos(ii) = pos(ii-1)+vopt(ii-1)*dt;
73 % end
74 % [vv,ll] = min(abs(vopt-vend));
75 % if vopt(ll)>vend
76 % La = 1.05*(interp1([vopt(ll-1),vopt(ll)],[pos(ll-1),pos(ll)],vend,'linear')-L);
77 % else
78 % La = 1.05*(interp1([vopt(ll),vopt(ll+1)],[pos(ll),pos(ll+1)],vend,'linear')-L);
79 % end
80 % % La=0;
81 La=5800;
82 La=max(0,La);
83

84

85 %-------------initialization activiate the VSL
86 cf(1).data(1,1) = -La-300; % the location of the leader car at start time
87 cf(1).data(2,1) = u;
88 cf(1).data(3,1) = 0; % actual acceleration of the leader car at start time
89 cf(1).data(4,1) = a0*(1-cf(1).data(2,1)/u);% maximal acceleration of the leader car at

start time
90 % cf(1).data(4,1) = a0;% maximal acceleration of the leader car at start time
91 for jj=2:length(n) % the actual location,speed of the following car at

start time
92 cf(jj).data(1,1) = -La-300-(jj-1)*dn*u/demand;
93 cf(jj).data(2,1) = u;
94 cf(jj).data(3,1) = 0; % the actual acceleration of the following car at start time
95 cf(jj).data(4,1)= a0*(1-cf(jj).data(2,1)/u);
96 % cf(jj).data(4,1)= a0;
97 end
98 %-------------car-following
99 for ii=2:length(t)
100 if cf(1).data(1,ii-1) <= -La && cf(1).data(1,ii-1)>= -La-100 %located in the VSL zone
101 if ismember(1,CV)==1
102 cf(1).data(2,ii) = min((cf(1).data(2,ii-1)+cf(1).data(4,ii-1)*dt), VSL);
103 else
104 cf(1).data(2,ii) = min((cf(1).data(2,ii-1)+cf(1).data(4,ii-1)*dt), u);
105 end
106 else
107 cf(1).data(2,ii) = min((cf(1).data(2,ii-1)+cf(1).data(4,ii-1)*dt), u);
108 end
109 cf(1).data(4,ii) =a0*(1-cf(1).data(2,ii)/u);
110 % cf(1).data(4,ii) =a0;
111 cf(1).data(1,ii) = cf(1).data(1,ii-1)+cf(1).data(2,ii-1)*dt;
112 for jj=2:length(n)
113 if cf(jj).data(1,ii-1)<=0
114 ts = ts1;
115 % cf(jj).data(4,ii-1)= a0;
116 cf(jj).data(4,ii-1)= a0*(1-cf(jj).data(2,ii-1)/u);
117 elseif cf(jj).data(1,ii-1)>=0 && cf(jj).data(1,ii-1)<=L
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118 ts = ts1+ cf(jj).data(1,ii-1)*dts/L;
119 % cf(jj).data(4,ii-1)= a0;
120 cf(jj).data(4,ii-1)= a0*(1-cf(jj).data(2,ii-1)/u);
121 else
122 ts = ts1;
123 % cf(jj).data(4,ii-1)= a0;
124 cf(jj).data(4,ii-1)= a0*(1-cf(jj).data(2,ii-1)/u);
125 end
126

127 s = (cf(jj-1).data(1,ii-1)- cf(jj).data(1,ii-1))/dn;
128 v1 = min(u,1/ts*(s-d));
129 v2 =cf(jj).data(2,ii-1)+cf(jj).data(4,ii-1)*dt;
130 if ismember(jj,CV) == 1 % if vehicles are CVs, their speeds are controlled by speed

limit in VSL zone
131 if cf(jj).data(1,ii-1)>=-La-100 && cf(jj).data(1,ii-1)<=-La
132 cf(jj).data(2,ii) = min([v1,v2,VSL]);
133 else
134 cf(jj).data(2,ii) = min(v1,v2);
135 end
136 else % if vehicles are NCVs, their speeds are always determined by car following
137 cf(jj).data(2,ii) = min(v1,v2);
138 end
139 cf(jj).data(1,ii) = cf(jj).data(1,ii-1)+ cf(jj).data(2,ii)*dt; % acctual position
140 cf(jj).data(3,ii-1) = (cf(jj).data(2,ii)-cf(jj).data(2,ii-1))/dt; % actual

aceleration
141 cf(jj).data(5,ii) = v1;
142 cf(jj).data(6,ii) = s;
143

144 end
145 end
146 % %-------------flow rate at end of sag
147 for jj=1:(1/dn):length(n) % the time for the jjth vehicle passing the end of bottleneck
148 if cf(jj).data(1,length(t)-1)>1500
149 [m,tt] = min(abs(cf(jj).data(1,(1:(length(t)-1)))-1500));
150 if cf(jj).data(1,tt)>1500
151 %pass_time(jj) = t(tt-1)+dt*(1500-cf(jj).data(1,tt-1))/(cf(jj).data(1,tt)-cf(jj).

data(1,tt-1));
152 pass_time(jj)= interp1([cf(jj).data(1,tt-1),cf(jj).data(1,tt)],[t(tt-1),t(tt)

],1500,'linear');
153 else
154 %pass_time(jj) = t(tt)+dt*(1500-cf(jj).data(1,tt))/(cf(jj).data(1,tt+1)-cf(jj).

data(1,tt));
155 pass_time(jj)= interp1([cf(jj).data(1,tt),cf(jj).data(1,tt+1)],[t(tt),t(tt+1)

],1500,'linear');
156 end
157 end
158 end
159 pass_time(:,all(pass_time==0,1))=[];
160 for ii=1:length(pass_time)-1
161 cd(ii) = 1/(pass_time(ii+1)-pass_time(ii)); %calculate the flow rate at x=1500
162 end
163

164

165 figure(1) % trajectories
166 for jj=1:1/dn:length(n)
167 plot(t,cf(jj).data(1,:));hold on;
168

169 end
170 % plot(t,cf(101).data(1,:),'-b','linewidth ',3);
171 % plot(t,cf(135).data(1,:),'-m','linewidth ',2);
172 % for jj=501
173 % % for jj=870:1/dn:length(n)
174 % plot(t,cf(jj).data(1,:));hold on;
175 % end
176 xlabel('Time,[sec]');
177 ylabel('Space,[m]')
178 ylim([-1.5*L,5*L/3])
179

180

181

182 figure(2) % speed-x
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183 for jj=1:1/dn:length(n)
184 plot(cf(jj).data(1,:),cf(jj).data(2,:)*3.6);hold on;
185 end
186 % for jj=1800
187 % plot(cf(jj).data(1,(88668:110737)),cf(jj).data(2,(88668:110737))*3.6,'-r','linewidth

',2);hold on;
188 % end
189 xlabel('Position,x[m]');
190 ylabel('Speed,v[km/h]')
191 legend('veh#1','veh#16','veh#21','veh#27','veh#30','veh#40');
192 ylim([20,100])
193 xlim([-2000,7000])
194

195

196

197

198 % figure(3) % timespacing
199 % for jj=1000
200 % plot(t(1,:),0.5*(cf(jj).data(6,:))./cf(jj).data(2,:));hold on;
201 % end
202

203

204 % figure(4) % the queue discharge flow rate at x=L
205 % plot(t,cd);hold on;
206

207 %
208 figure(5) % the normalized queue discharge flow rate at x=L
209 plot(pass_time(1:length(pass_time)-1),cd/c2);hold on;
210

211 xlabel('Time,[sec]');
212 ylabel('Normalized flow rate at x=L')
213 ylim([0.9,1])
214

215 % figure(6) % speed-x
216 % %for jj=1:length(n)
217 % for jj=[35:37].*(1/dn)-1
218 % plot(cf(jj).data(1,:),cf(jj).data(2,:)*3.6);hold on;
219 % end
220 % xlabel('Position,x[m]');
221 % ylabel('Speed,v[km/h]')
222 % % legend('veh#2','veh#5','veh#10','veh#20','veh#80','veh#140','veh#200','veh#290');
223 % ylim([20,80])
224 % xlim([-2000,5000])
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